
From: Sarah Lindgren-Akana
To: Trinidad City Manager; City of Trinidad; Tom Davies; Dave Grover; Steve Ladwig; Richard Clompus; Jack West;

RGans@mitchelllawfirm.com
Cc: kelly lindgren; Trever Parker; Steve Allen; Madrone, Steve
Subject: Public Comments, City Council Meeting Packet
Date: Tuesday, February 09, 2021 3:40:23 PM

Hi, 

Why isn't our attorney's letter part of tonight's City Council meeting or in the public comment
section? How will staff be introducing the agenda item regarding the TAS on the Trail
Advisory Committee if you aren't including our Attorney's letter? You're leaving out important
information and given the two comments I saw just a few moments ago, the public doesn't
understand what's going on. 

TAS installed the trail on the Head, and the Civic Club issue was always about their efforts to
close the traditional trail into the village, then later, to block access to the Axel Lindgren
Memorial Trail. Not providing the public with all the information seems very divisive. 

Please include our Attorney's letter in public comments or include it in tonight's packet. 

Thank you, 

Sarah Lindgren-Akana
Tsurai Ancestry Secretary 
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SETTLEMENT AGREEl'vfENT 

This Settlement Agreement ("Agreement") is entered into as o.f 1 20051 by and 
among the California Coastal Commission (t~omtnission"), California Coastal Conservancy 
(''Conservancy'), the City of Trinidad and the Tsurai Ancestral S~iety (''Tsurai''• referred to 
collectively in the Agreement as the "Parties." 

REClTALS 

A. The City owns title to an approximate 12. 6 acre parcel of property on the bluffs 
adjacent to the Pacific Ocean within the City's corpQrate boundaries ("City Property''). The 
Conservancy mvns ea.sements for Native American resource protection, open space> and public 
access over the City Property. 

B. · The Tsurai's ancestral habitation sit~ ('1Tsurai Village'') is-located on the City 
Prop.erty. The Tsurai Village is a vital resource both for the Tsurai and for t.he public at large. 
The Parties desir--e t-o pro~ct the Tsumi Village from negative -Impacts, both intentional and 
unintentional. The City Property is ouuently the subject of a- study1 headed by the Conse.rvancy 
and its grantee the Yurok Tribe, to fonn a management plan for1he City Property. 1'.hfs plan 
willt the Parties expect, provide a-blueprint both to help resolve present use conflicts that exist on 
the City Property and provi9-e for enha!lced prol~tion of the Tsurai Village. · 

C. The Wagner Street Trail C'Trail") which connects \Vagn~ Street to Old Home 
Beach via an e~ent held by the Northcoast Land Trust and Parker Creek, runs on the City 
Property above and adjacent to th~ Tsurai Villag~. The Tsurai are concerned that the public's use 
of the Trail is having neg~ve effects on the Tsurai Village. · 

D. In 1998, John Frame filed Action No. DR 98 0359 against the City. This action 
seeks., tog~ther with other causes <?faction, damages from the City for alleged failure to abide by 
the terms of the 1994 Stipulated Judgment that set certain parameters for the public's use of the 
Wagner Street Trail. In December of 2002, the Tsurai intervened in this action supporting John . 
Frame and alleging the-violation by th-e City of certain fede:i;al and state statutes protecting Native 
American resources in its management of the City Property and Tsurai Village. In J anua.ry of 
2003, the-Commission intervened in support of the City against the allegations made by Frame. 
In March of 2004, the Conservancy filed a motion, granted by the Court, that it was an 
indispensable party to this litigation. Trial in this matter is currently scheduled for June 6, 2005. 

E. The Parties believe that it is in all of their interests to settle the issues raised in the 
Tsurai's third amended complaint involving the Tsurai Village, th_e Wagner Street Trail, and 
other use ~onflicts· on the City Property, outside of litigation. This" will allow all parties to 
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.concentrate their resources on the management plan process and upon developing long-tenn 
solutions to the above mentioned conflicts regarding the City Property. 

NOW THEREFORE> in consideration of the mutual promises and agreements contained 
herein, the Parties agree as follows~ 

1. Management Plan Process: The Conservancy and its grantee~ the Yurok Tribe. 
will continue the Management Plan process and the Parties agree to cooperate and assist in that 
process. The Management Plan process will include an examination of sp~fic issues currently 
affectjng the City Property including, but not limited to. protection of the Tsurai ViUage, 
prot~ctfon ofnatural·resources) soil stability, transfer of a portion Qfthe City property to the 
Yurok Tribe, and public access to and along the beach on all trails1 incluq_ing but not limited to, 
the Vlagner Street Trail. Too Parties agree to use best efforts to implemenlthe recommendations 
of the Management Plan, includipg any coastal development pennits that may be necessazy for 
said implementation. · 

2. Wagner Street Ttail: The Wagner Street Trail will remain open for public use 
during the Management Plan process, subject to temporary closures, if any, needed to carry out 
the revegetation described below if such chisures are approved in a coastal development permi~. 

· 3. Revegation 'Of the Bluff Adjacent to the Wagner Street Trail: The staff of the 
Conservancy agree to apply for a Coastal Development Permit to revegetate the bluff adjacent to 
the·Wagner Street Trail with native vegetation in a manner that does not impede. use of)he Trail 
or promote erosion of the bluff. The staffs of the City, Commissi9n, and the Tsu.rai will support 
this application. Subject to approval ofa Coastal Development Penriit and authorization by the 
Conservancy's governing board, the Conservancy win fund, and the parties wi11 cooperate in, 
~vegetatk,n of the bluff area. 

4. Relocation of Bench: The bench installed by the City ofTrinidadjust waterward 
of the Wagner Street Tran will be relocated and the area revegetated. The City shall relocate the 
bench to .the Junction of the Wagner Street Trail and Parker Street/Creek Trail at the top of the 
stairs. If a permit or other public hearing is neccessary .for said relocation, the City shall use best 
efforts to apply for said permit and/or schedule said public hearing in. an expeditious ma.11r1er. 
The Tsurai Ancestral Society agrees to provide approval for said relocation pursuant to Policy 69 
of the land use plan of the certified City Local Coastal Program. 

5. Axel Lindgren Memorial Trail: The Parties will make best efforts to open a 
porti\>n of the fence now blocking the traditional trail to the Tsurai Village site ("Axel Lindgren 
Trail11). 

6. LCP Amendment: The Parties will cooperate in an amendment of the Trinidad 
Local Coastal Program to list the Axel Lindgren Memorial-Trail as a public access trail. 
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7. Trmsfer of City Ptooertv to Yurok Tribe: lfthe City, Conservancy, and the 

Yurok Tribe should agree to transfer a portion of the City Property to the Yurok Tribe, the Parties 
agree to cooperate in effectuating said transfer, provided that the tran~fer is upon the following 
terms! · 

(a) Consistent with Government Code section 37351, the City shall retain the beach and · 
waterfront areas of the City Property subject to the existing Conservancy easements. The City 
shall apply for and diligently seek a c9asta1 development permit from both the City and the 
Commission; and any other necessary approvals including all applicable provisions of City 
ordinances, including General Plan P~lfoy 69. to effect any such division of this land. 

(b) Any transfer of title to the remaining area of the City Property to the Yurok Tribe 
shall be subject to the Conservancy's existing easements and offers to dedicate to the 
Conservancy plus additional specifi.c easements for Native American and natural resources, open 
space, and public access, as desi~ated in the final. approved Management Plan and/or as 
required as conditions of approval of a coastal development permit for the division of City 
Property provided for above. As a condition of any transfer, as covenants running with the land 
transferred to the Yurok Trib~, the Yurok ·Tribe shall agree to hold and manage the property 
transferred as provided in the final, approved Management Plan, and shall waive its sovereign 
immunity as to tbe Cityt Commission, and Conservancy with respect to enforcement of the 
easements on the property and the terms of the transfer agreement, as outlin«i in the transfer 
agreement. 

( c) Toe transfer of the prop_erty from the City to the Y~k Tribe shall also be subject to 
the following conditions: 

(i) the City, Commission, and Conservancy shall have obtained a final judgment 
in all litigation currently pending with John Frame over the Wagner Street Trail to 
which they are parties; 
(ii} the City, Commission, Conservancy, Tsurai, and the Yurok tribe have all 
approved the Management Plan and/or approved all applicable permits necessary 
for the Management Plan; 
(iii) the Commission shall have approved a Coastal Development Pennit for 
subdivision of the beach portion of the City Property, retained by the Cityt from 

·· the remainder of the City Property to be transferred to the Yurok Tribe; and 
(iv) the governing bodies-of the City~ the Conservancy. and the Yurok Tribe shall 
have duly authorized the transfer in accordance with the provisions of this 
Agreement and other a:pplical'>le provisions of law. 

8. Dismissal: Within 20 days of'the execution by the Parties of this Agreement, the. 
Tsurai shall di~miss with prejudice all claims in Case No. DR 98 0359 against th~ Commission 
<01d City. . 

9. No Admission: The agreements of the Parties contained_ herein are a compromise 
and settlement of the disputes among the Parties regarding the claims raised in the Tsurai 's Third. 
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Amended Complaint. Nothing herein shall be an admission of any party hereto with respect to 
said matters, and this Agreement shall not be used by any party hereto irt _any proceeding, other 
than in a proceeding to enforce the tenns of this Agreement 

10. Entir~ Agreement: This Agreement contains the sole and the entire agreement 
and un<ierstanding of the Parties with respect to the entire $Ubjcct matter hereo~ and any and all 
prior discussions, negotiations, commitments, or understandings related thereto, if any, are 
merged into this Agreement. No representations, oral or otherwise, express or implied, other 
than those contained herein, have been made by any party. No other agreements not specifically 
referred to herein, have been made by any party. No other agreement not specifically referred to 
herein~ oral or otherwise shall be deemed to exist or to bind the Parties. 

11. · Waiver: No provision of this Agreement may be waived unless in writing signed 
by all Parties. Waiver of any one provision shall not be deemed to be a waiver of any other 
provision. 

I ,..'C,;,l.,J 

12. . California Law: This Agreement shall be deemed to have been entered into in the. 
State of California. All questions concerning the validity, interpretation, or pmormante of any 
of its tellll$ or provisions, or any rights or obligations of the Parties hereto shall be govmioo by 
and resolved in accordance with the laws of the State of California in effect at the date of the 
execution ofthis Agreement. 

13_ further Assurances~ So long as aufoorized by applicable laws to do so, each of the 
Parties to.this Agreement will do such further acts and execute, acknowledge and deliver all 
.further documents and instruments as may be necessary to fully effcctua~ the provisions of thi6 
Agreement. 

14. Successors and Assigns: The terms1 provisions. and condition$ ofth~ Agreement 
sh~ll be binding and inure to the benefit of the Parties and the successors and assigns of the: 
Parties. 

· 1 s. Civil Code Section 1542 : The Parties fully understand and hereby relinquish and 
waive any and all rights or benefit they may have under·section 1'542 of the California Civil Code 
which reads as follows: "A general release does not ,extend to claims which the creditor does not 
know or suspect exist in his favor at the time of executing the· release1 which if known by him 
must have materially affected his settlement -with the debtor.'' 

16. Effectiveness of Agreement: This Agreement shall be effective upon the 
execution of this Agreement by all Parties. 

17. Attomey7 s Fees and Costs: The Parties agrele that all Parties shall bear their ovm. 
. costs and attomey~s fees incurred in connection with this Agreement. 
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18. Headings: The title headings of the ·respective paragraphs of this A~ement are 
inserted for convenience only, and shall not be deemed to be part of this Agreement or 
considered in construing this Agreement. · 

19, Execution: This Agreement may be signed in any number of counterparts and 
each signed counterpart shall have the same force and effect as an original and as if all Parties to 
the aggregate counterparts had signed the same instrum~nt. . 

20. Autboritv to Execute: The person executing. this Agreement on behalf of each 

I .lLJ I" 

P~-ty ~resents and warrants that: (a) each is authorized by his or her respective entity to execute 
this Agr~ent; and·(l,) each is acting within the scope of his or her authority as officers or duly 
authorized representatives of his or her respective entity. These representations and wananties 
are in addition to, and not in derogation of, all representations and warrantees implied by law. 

21. Amendments: All amendments and supplements to this Agreement must be in 
writing and e;cecuted by each Party to this action and by his, her, or its attorney of record. 
However, such execution may be in counteq,arts and, when so executed. shall be deemed to 
constitute one document, 

DATED: ~ ' 2005 

DATED: 41, t~oos 

DATED: '¥1 . , 2005 

DATED: __ ,__,2005 
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CALIFORNIA COAST AL 
CONSERVANCY 

(:f,.;_ t,,,Jc,· t.,.:,,,. 
CITY OF TRINIDAD 

l~ETER DOUGLAS, Executive 
Director~ CALIFORNIA COAST AL 
COMMISSION 



Froo: 04/1S. _'JJ 13: 18 #035 P .005 

ta. !:feadi11H!• The title heading, gf lhe re!pcctive p.uagrap?\s ofthii A~trnent :l.fe 

inserted for,convenicn<:e only, and snalt .not be dc~ed to be pan ofthif Agreement or 
,oruid~red in W<lstruing Utl, A~1:nt. , 

19. Expeufi.Q.Q: This A~cnt may be signed in any numbef of coimt~q,arts ar.d 
~h &ign!XI. CQun.terpan shall ha-..~ the ,am~ force and effect a, an ~righul a.nd u ifall Partie~ 10 

th~ o.ggnigate counterpArt3 had slgned the ,~ instrument. 

20. , AliW9rity IQ ~ccmc: The pcra:in =c:cutins rhi; As;reemffl1 C)l behalf Qf each 
Party r~~ts and W&ttL"lt. th;i.t: (a) ~h lt 1.Utho~ ~Y hb or her r~o;tive entlty to execute 
rhi3 A8"«ffl.Mt; and (b} each is acting-within the sc~ of ru-s er her authotjty as otr~us or duly 
aut'hori%ed representJtives <1f1us o:- herr~ctive ezi.tiey. These rcp~entaticms and warrantie, 
arc in .idditicm ,~ and not in derogation of, all ~tat\Qns and Wi.Il'3nt¢C:S unpli~ by law. 

:2 l. &nmimtn~: All a.undments and supplt-rnents to tlu1 Agreemer,t mu$t bt in 
writing Md executed hy ~ Party to this ~ and by his, ht'!". or itlS ~tomey of record. _ 
Rowever, s\lCh ex~~•11tm 1my ~ in count~ and, when ,o e=~uted, &ha.U b-e d~mcd to 
wn.llitutc one do~ent. 

DATED: __ ___, 200.5 

DA l'ED: ¥[ I , '2005 

DATED: o/z ; 2005 

DATED; _____ ,, 200,S 

CALlFOR:N'!A COAST AL 
CONSERVANCY 

I •VV 
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APPROVED AS TO FOIDri: 

DATED: ~ 2005 

DATED: ___ , 2005 

DATED:~ ,2005 
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BILL LOCKYER 
Attorney General of the State of California 
J. MATTHEW RODRIQUEZ 
Senior Assistant Attorney General 

B 

Attorneys for the California 

I •UO 

Coastal Commission and California 
Coastal Conserv1~y 

By: ~ 
CHRISTINE WILLIAMS 

Attorney for Tsurai Ancestral 
Society · 

· .. , 



TSURAI MANAGEMENT PLAN
FINAL 

Prepared with funds granted by the California State Coastal Conservancy from the 
Safe Neighborhoods, Parks, Clean Water, Clean Air and Coastal Protection Bond 

Fund (Park Bond 2000) 

Grant Agreement 02-156 

Prepared by: 

Kathleen Sloan, MAIS 
Megan Rocha, MA 

Yurok Tribe Environmental Program 
Klamath, CA  

Prepared for the Tsurai Management Team: 
California Coastal Conservancy 

City of Trinidad 
Tsurai Ancestral Society 

Yurok Tribe 

April 2007 

Figure 1: Photo Courtesy of Bancroft Library 



From: Trinidad City Manager
To: Gabe Adams
Subject: FW: Trinidad Project.
Date: Tuesday, February 09, 2021 3:15:02 PM

Gabe:
 
I didn’t see this in the packet, it may have been sent to only me.
 
Thanks,
Eli
 
Eli Naffah
City Manager
City of Trinidad
(707) 677-3876
P. O. Box 390
Trinidad, CA  95570
 
 
 
From: Carol Lee [mailto:rangergirl.lee02@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 08, 2021 5:09 PM
To: citymanager@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Trinidad Project.
 
I am opposed to the Trinidad Pipeline and
development project.  It will have an irreversible
effect on our community and overall
environment.  Negative! 
--
Carol

mailto:citymanager@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov


From: Jon Forsyth
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Please OPPOSE HBMWD Feasibility Study
Date: Tuesday, February 09, 2021 2:41:28 PM

To: City Clerk
City of Trinidad

I am writing to oppose the feasibility study to bring the HBMWD waterline to Trinidad.

Imagine in an alternate future where on approach to Trinidad from 101 we see a 200 acre clearcut and
flashing neon sign (no sign limits on the Rancheria…), bigger than the Blue Lake Hotel & Casino sign, and
a looming 6-story 100 room hotel.

If you allow this feasibility study to proceed, you would also eventually see the new additional freeway on
and off ramps, and acres of new paving covering these once-forested lands.

This would pale in comparison to the new waterfront Harbor Casino (the Rancheria’s harbor properties are
being converted to regulation-free reservation lands) in similar glitzy lights.

As you can imagine, bringing more water to Trinidad is really a Trojan Horse to bring the decimation of the
quiet seaside town that we have all loved for all these decades, for the benefit of a few very wealthy Tribal
Members.

To allow or even encourage this feasibility study would also result in a “Sea Ranch”  or Carmel type
development, completely out of character with this area.  Morongo Casino By the sea is just a bad idea. 
Please stop this madness before your actions ruin the rustic feel of this town forever.

Thank you for the opportunity to give input.

Sincerely,

Jon D. Forsyth, PE, PLS
(707)845-7362

mailto:mr.jon.forsyth@gmail.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov


From: John Graves
To: "Steve Ladwig"; "Jack West"; "Tom Davies"; "dgrover"; "Richard Clompus"; "Eli Naffah"; "Trinidad City Clerk"
Subject: Addendum to my Comments about Proposed Participation in HBMWD Study.
Date: Monday, February 08, 2021 4:38:47 PM

Councilmembers,
When I forwarded comments to you about the proposed study, I was not aware of 2 significant facts:

1. Trinidad would be required to pay a portion of the costs of the Study, and
2. HBMWD has not provided an estimated cost for the Study, in Writing with a codicil about

what percentage over the estimated cost Trinidad would be willing to absorb.  
Without having a clear statement of cost, it seems inappropriate to ask the Citizens of Trinidad to
agree to fund any proposed Study. It’s called “Fiduciary Responsibility”.
Thank You for considering testimony from a resident of the Greater Trinidad Area.
John
 
John Garland Graves
www.JGarlandCommunications.com
Home:  707-677-5022
Cell: 707-616-5180
677 Driver Road
Trinidad, CA. 95570
 

mailto:johngraves01@gmail.com
mailto:smladwig@gmail.com
mailto:jwest@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:citymanager@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
http://www.jgarlandcommunications.com/


From: Ted Pease
To: Steve Ladwig; Jack West; Tom Davies; dgrover
Cc: Eli Naffah; Trinidad City Clerk
Subject: another meeting re: Little River?
Date: Friday, February 05, 2021 5:57:08 PM

Dear Mr. Clompus:

As a person who adores this area and moved here to bring my children up in this 
natural beauty, I am appalled at your actions to re-visit the Water development 
issue with Little River.  Enough is enough!  More development to the area from 
Trinidad to the lagoons is foolish and foolhardy!
You live in one of the most pristine areas in California.  It is not Californicated as 
the rest of the state.  What would drive you to reconsider this pipeline to 
development and further population?  

Please reconsider your choices.  Please think of the future here and how 
developing more hotels and housing units will affect traffic, air quality, water 
quality and the quality of life for all of us who have invested years of our lives 
here.

Please reconsider, Mr. Clompus.  You have the futures of our children and our 
children's children to think about.

Respectfully,

Ginni Hassrick LCSW

mailto:hasgin@reninet.com
mailto:smladwig@gmail.com
mailto:jwest@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:citymanager@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov


From: audi hjerpe
To: Trinidad City Clerk
Subject: City of Trinidad - Rejection of Proposed Participation in Water Line Study
Date: Monday, February 08, 2021 8:14:40 PM

Dear City of Trinidad:
Last month Trinidad appropriately rejected a proposal to participate in a study to bring water
from McKinleyville to Trinidad.  The City Council is now reconsidering this decision.
I am writing in opposition to the proposed project to bring a water pipeline from Eureka to the
Westhaven/Trinidad area.  There are so many other options that need to be explored, as
Supervisor Madrone detailed.
I have lived in Trinidad since 1976. It breaks my heart the thought of ruining our quaint
fishing village by allowing a water project that will open the doors to development.  
What makes Trinidad special are the views of the ocean and the wooded mountains that can be
enjoyed from trails and beaches that are not overcrowded.  The beauty of our special location
already draws more tourists each year than we can manage.  Even with the pandemic, the
market, downtown area and beaches were dangerously crowded throughout the summer and
fall.  
Bringing a water pipeline to Westhaven and Trinidad will drive growth that will ruin the
character of our beautiful coastal village.  Our roads cannot handle increased traffic.  We do
not have the infrastructure to provide for utilities, fire safety or emergency medical care.  
Please help to protect our community.  Please reject the proposed water pipeline project.
Last month one of the city council members said the opinions of anyone living outside of city
limits should be ignored. I disagree. The opinion of any customer of the Trinidad water system
should be heard.  This is a decision that will affect everyone.  
Audi Voss

mailto:audiannh@gmail.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov


From: adora king
To: Jwest@trinidad.ca.gov
Cc: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Dirty politics Let the people’s vote stand
Date: Monday, February 08, 2021 5:47:42 PM

Sent from my iPhone Jack, I couldn’t believe my eyes when I saw this weeks city council agenda! What? A re-do
until you “make someone happy”?? I have always wanted to believe that city council members were elected to listen
to ALL public comments and letters that people took time to write and voted to give the majority of their constitutes
what they desired. At the previous cc mtg, i believe  that was done. The discussion was clear, loud and lengthy.
Technical difficulty only seems to be with someone who did not get their way. After much discussion and roll call
vote ( I think taken twice-listen to the recording) the desire of the council was unequivocal. The City of Trinidad has
survived this long and with Steve Madrone’s ideas we can take care of ourselves again. They can/will not tell us
how much the study will cost, but even worse we don’t  know how much our monthly water bill would be! We
won’t have any control over increases!  Do you order things on the internet and after they arrive ask how much they
cost? I hope not. Please don’t do that with our money! Look outside the box. Why spend the city’s limited resources
( don’t count on TOT bailing us out in the future) on something that in the long run is not even a benefit to us. Look,
I know it’s not politically correct to be direct, but that’s the way I roll. Let’s be honest. no one wants to talk about
the elephant in the room . Westhaven  has turned down the pipeline study acknowledging it is not cost effective to
them. Although at the last cc mtg a representative from the Rancheria denied being the push behind participating in
this study anyone with any memory knows they are the entity that is desperate for a larger waster source, not
Trinidad. I don’t begrudge them that, but when it looks like a duck call it a duck. I don’t want to wonder if your
position on the Gov to Gov committee , which had to be called out on its lack of transparency, has influenced your
decision to request a re-vote. Please have the integrity and continue to vote the way the majority of Trinidad
residents asked you to vote. Step up  Let your vote stand   Save respect ! Thank you for your service and integrity!
“-

mailto:aklifesabeach@gmail.com
mailto:Jwest@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov


From: Marijane Poulton
To: Gabe Adams
Subject: For tonights meeting about the water line
Date: Tuesday, February 09, 2021 12:20:58 PM

Dear Trinidad City Council members,

I think we should take advantage of this latest water line feasibility study, but put a cap on the
amount the City is willing to pay.  Seems like it is in the Rancheria's interest to have help
paying for it, and then the City has access to the study done on behalf of the Rancheria, and
for the City, which should be a helpful reference for decades to come.

Much of the funding to make the water line work for eventual development would be
included in ANY water line installed, such as gaining easements to public and private property. 
Those easements would continue to exist when/if a larger pipe is installed. Some development
could happen with just an increase in water pressure in any smaller existing line, without
having to increase the size of the pipe.

I believe any water line from McK to Trinidad means development from Cranell through
Westhaven, and perhaps within the City limits, as properties may be purchased to tear down
the existing structures to build larger commercial lodging buildings, or condos. Future city
councils/ coastal or planning commissions/residents may decide to change current ordinances
to allow this to happen.  As we have all seen during the last four years, money talks.  

I believe that any water line acceptance must be accompanied by a water treatment facility to
which all water line customers must connect, to protect our bluffs and the ocean.  I hope any
feasibility study includes the cost for procuring a site, and the eventual infrastructure city-
wide and region-wide, for any properties that may be included in the water service.  This
includes the Rancheria, and all the development planned in that area.

The only way I see of keeping development to a minimum in Trinidad is to avoid installing a
major water line, and the accompanying wastewater processing facility.  I believe most City
residents and neighboring communities are happy with the "small town flavor" that makes
Trinidad unique.  Let's put funds into repairing leaks, building up the capacity of water tank
storage, and implement water collecting, storing and saving techniques as put forth by Supt.
Madrone. 

Thank you,
Marijane Poulton

mailto:marijanep@hotmail.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov


From: Trinidad Retreats~Vacation Rentals on the Redwood Coast
To: Steve ladwig; jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; Richard Clompus; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov;

Trinidad City Manager
Cc: City of Trinidad
Subject: Fwd: County of Humboldt
Date: Monday, February 08, 2021 10:39:58 AM

Dear Council,

I ask that you read the following into the public record along with the letter I previously wrote
for the last meeting which was interrupted and delayed: 

I am sure you are all staying current on current Covid updates for both the State and County
but just in case I thought it would be good to share the latest Covid News Flash - Feb. 5th,
2021.  It is time the city of Trinidad lift the "Urgency Moratorium" and rejoin the rest of the
county, NorCal Region and State in allowing non-essential travel and lodging.  I would like
the recent information shared out at the city council meeting tomorrow night and considered. 
Continuing the moratorium is singularly damaging only to lodging businesses and the city
continues to lose precious TOT revenue which I do not believe it can afford to lose.  Unless  a
study and data has been collected that I am unaware of I do not believe shutting down lodging
in Trinidad has further prevented Covid spread.  Continuing this moratorium is just holding
city of Trinidad lodging businesses and STR owners hostage and pushing our travelers into
neighborhoods just outside city limits. It does not make any practical economic or health
sense.  Please reconsider!

Sincerely, 

Jonna Kitchen, General Manager
(707) 599-6249
TRINIDAD RETREATS.COM  
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From: Ted Pease
To: Steve Ladwig; Jack West; Tom Davies; dgrover; Richard Clompus; Eli Naffah; Trinidad City Clerk
Subject: Fwd: The possible new water pipeline
Date: Saturday, February 06, 2021 8:57:54 AM

Sent to Steve Ladwig and copied to me. Forwarding to the Council.

Begin forwarded message:

From: Deborah Fitzpatrick <deborahfitzpatrick@me.com>
Subject: The possible new water pipeline
Date: February 6, 2021 at 8:48:53 AM PST
To: smladwig@gmail.com

I was much relieved to see that the Council had tabled participating in a study of a 
new pipeline and much dismayed to see it coming before the council again.

My family has owned a home in Trinidad for over 50 years and although we are 
not in full time residence we have a long history of many happy times at family 
gatherings and all of us have stayed for extended vacations over the years. Many 
of my family members have died but I am the owner now and come often for 
peace and for the love of place.

We watched Saunders change to Murphy’s but basically Trinidad has stayed the 
same and it’s sleepy fishing village charm has only been marred by the Casino 
which is a horrific addition to the town in our opinion.  If the pipeline is allowed I 
fear that the hotel will be built and that that will just be the tip of the iceberg.

I hope that you will not let this happen and that Trinidad will continue to be a 
place of quiet welcome for its residents.  Thank you for your attention.    Deborah 
Fitzpatrick

Sent from home
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From: Cynthia Lindgren
To: Trinidad City Clerk; jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov;

sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov; Richard Clompus
Subject: Fwd: Water Pipeline to Trinidad- OPPOSE
Date: Tuesday, February 09, 2021 9:55:57 AM

Letter in OPPOSITION to joining the waterline feasibility study.
---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Cynthia Lindgren <cynbell2@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Jan 25, 2021 at 9:58 PM
Subject: Water Pipeline to Trinidad- OPPOSE
To: <jwest@trinidad.ca.gov>, <dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov>, <tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov>,
Richard Clompus <rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov>, <sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov>, Trinidad City
Clerk <cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov>, Trinidad City Manager <citymanager@trinidad.ca.gov>,
Parris Joe Lindgren <parrislindgren@gmail.com>

From: Cindy Lindgren, Westgate Drive, Trinidad

I am deeply opposed to the City of Trinidad joining any feasibility project regarding a pipeline
using Mad River water. 

This is not merely a "fact finding mission" as stated by Gabe Adams in the Lost Coast
Journal.  This is the beginning of a relationship between the City of Trinidad, the Trinidad
Rancheria and the HBMWD to proceed along a path toward bringing a water pipeline up to
the Trinidad area.  

The main profiteers of this project/study will be the Trinidad Rancheria (who need the water
for their casino/hotel) and the HBMWD (wholesale water distributors).  (The Trinidad City
Planner and City Engineer will also make good salaries off of this project since they will
probably do the bulk of the work- not the Rancheria or the HBMWD). 

Those being duped or damaged are: 1- the citizens of the City ofTrinidad because there are
less expensive and more common sense ways to improve and enhance our local water systems;
 2- the Trinidad Bay, the Tsurai Village site and the surrounding bluffs which will be further
damaged by increased water flow through Trinidad's leaky pipelines and faulty septic systems;
 3- your neighbors in the outskirts of Trinidad (Westhaven, Little River to Seawood, Patricks
Point, Big Lagoon and possibly the Green Diamond property along the entire eastern part of
our community). This is the area that will be impacted most by the pipeline. An unlimited
water supply will be an implicit greenlight to subdivide and develop. The City of Trinidad
might only have a few parcels available for development but that is certainly not true in the
surrounding areas. Anyone who has lived in Southern California or the Bay Area knows how
fast this happens.    

City Councilmembers-  please ask yourself-  how do you see the future of Trinidad? Think of
your children and their children.  Please REJECT this proposal by the Trinidad Rancheria and
the HBMWD. We don't need to be involved with this plan.  We are better than this. We can
choose a more forward thinking path- one that enhances our own watershed with state of the
art conservation methods; increases our water storage for fire-fighting; repairs our city pipes
and septic systems; cares about our entire natural ecosystem. 
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Please make the right decision. Remember what brought you here in the first place- a small
town atmosphere and Trinidad's extraordinary beauty.  

Sincerely,   

Cindy LIndgren  .



From: Dorothy Cox
To: Sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; Richard Clompus; jwest@trinidad.ca.gov;

dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov
Cc: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov; citymanager@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: HBMWD pipeline feasibility study
Date: Tuesday, February 09, 2021 12:59:20 PM

I listened to the entire council meeting on 1/26......I was able to call in and speak during “ items from the floor”
about concerns I have about our sheriff’s scheduling .....I listened to the HBMWD presentation, I listened to the
council’s discussion, I listened to the public comments, I listened to the council’s discussion all the way to the very
end....and even with the evening’s difficulties with the storm I heard everything. I am confident that the council
members were all able to hear the public input....
The council’s end discussion before the vote was clear and each council  member had the opportunity to speak
.....the vote was 3-2 ....no participation in the feasibility study.
This city resident questions why this is even being re-addressed and WHO brought the idea forward.
Please vote no to having this discussion again.
Dorothy Cox

Sent from my iPad
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From: jbrycekenny@gmail.com
To: "dgrover"; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; "Richard Clompus"; jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; "Steve Ladwig"
Cc: "Eli Naffah"; "Trinidad City Clerk"
Subject: Items IX 1, 2 & 3, 6, 11 & 12 2/9/21 Agenda
Date: Sunday, February 07, 2021 2:52:32 PM

Dear Councilmembers:
 
          I offer my comments on the following upcoming agenda items.
 
          Item 1.        Reconsideration. There is no need to reconsider your
previous vote to decline the invitation to participate in yet another study about
bringing water up from the Mad River.  The item got a full and fair hearing at
the last meeting.  No new arguments are being made now, just the same ones,
only more forcefully.  The technical problems due to momentary power outages
may have prevented some people from commenting orally, but they were most
likely from outside the city, as the power in the city remained on.  As various
people mentioned at the last meeting, there is a large contingent of persons
outside the city who have taken a very strong stance against bringing Mad
River water up here.  Therefore, if the power had not gone out in the
surrounding area, you would have likely gotten more oral comments against
participating in the new study.  That does not seem like a legitimate reason for
a second vote.  I request that no motion to reconsider be made.
 
          Item 2. Participation in study.   I second all the comments being
submitted by David Hankin, the current president of the Westhaven
Community Services District.  There are many good reasons to believe that
Trinidad can take care of its water needs without connecting to the Mad River,
and he has laid them out, point by point.
 
          Item 3. Alternative Water Options.  This is a discussion item only.  I am
in favor of the Council creating a standing committee to study options for
improving the Trinidad water system.  It should be formed in the usual manner.
 
          Item 6. GHD Traffic Study.  After carefully reading the proposal in the
last meeting packet, I have a concern that this study will not benefit Trinidad
very much.  I say this because it is obvious that the resources available for the
study are aimed at larger jurisdictions with more miles of roads and high speed
limits. That conclusion is supported by the numerous mentions in the materials
of the overarching goal of reducing “fatal and severe injury collisions.” 
Fortunately, those are not problems in Trinidad, owing largely to the very low
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speed limits in town—15 MPH on many streets.  The city’s financial
contribution is stated at $4,500, but it is also subject to increase on a time and
materials basis if more than 3 committee meetings are required (p. 114 of
packet).  A survey of fatal and serious injury collisions within the city will
reveal basically nothing.  That suggests that Trinidad will score very low in
ranking for further funds from the Highway Safety Improvement Program
(HSIP) (p. 113).
 
It is obvious that we do have an intersection that is becoming more
problematic, the main one coming into town.  But even there, I am not aware of
any fatal or serious injury accidents, just lots of near misses. If this new study
will not help us improve that intersection, I question its applicability to
Trinidad.  There is brief mention of “other possible grant funding sources, such
as ATP and SB1,” (p. 116) but no information about those programs.  The
GHD representative should be asked to expand upon those sources and to be
realistic about how much this new study will help in securing funds from them. 
It is well known that the increase in STR’s in the city has resulted in a smaller
pool of persons willing to serve on the city council, planning commission,
standing committees, volunteer fire department, etc.  The city should prioritize
that limited human resource to committees that are the most important, such as
improving the water system.
 
More information should be obtained about this program before the city
commits even $4,500 to it.
 

Items 11 and 12.  Appoint TAS to Trails Advisory Committee.  The
Mission and Vision Statement for the Trails Committee is as follows: “The
prudent preservation and maintenance of the pedestrian trail system in and
around Trinidad. The further acquisition of land and partnerships to expand and
connect the pedestrian trail system throughout the city and its surrounds.” (p.
121).  The TAS, while it started out as an important organization in the 1980’s
when the city wrote its first general plan, has devolved, in my view, to one that
values confrontation and unwillingness to compromise above all else.  In fact,
that is exactly what prompted the city to file its pending suit requesting that a
judge declare who is obligated to do what under the Tsurai Management Plan
after the TAS unreasonably blocked every effort to move forward with the
plan.

 
The TAS is on the record as demanding the closure of existing trails



within the city, not maintaining or expanding them.  That goes directly against
the purpose of the trails committee.  I am at a loss to understand why the city
would even consider such an appointment to the trails committee.  The city
should respectfully decline the TAS’s request to join the trails committee.

 
Thank you for your time and attention.
 
Bryce Kenny
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



From: samantha everett
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: January 26th Vote
Date: Monday, February 08, 2021 9:43:10 AM

Members of the Trinidad City Council,

This my fourth letter to the City Council. I am dismayed and disgusted that you are again
revisiting the Feasibility Study of the Water Pipeline Connection! The majority of Trinidad's
residents and those in close proximity to Triniidad have voiced their objection, and yet in a
brief time you are seeking to overthrow the January 26th vote. Connecting to Humboldt Bay
Municipal Water District would forever change Trinidad. I strongly support Supervisor
Madrones ideas to increase Trinidad's water. Destroying what is beautiful and unique about
Trinidad is criminal. What is the underlying agenda of this Council? If the Council's goal is to
protect Triniada's then listen to the voices of the majority who live here!!! Vote No!!!

Samantha Everett
489 N. Westhaven Drive
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From: Jim & Virginia Waters
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Cc: "jwest@trinidad.ca.gov"; "dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov"; "tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov"; "rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov";

"sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov; "Ted Pease"
Subject: Mad River water, a bad idea that won"t die
Date: Saturday, February 06, 2021 3:42:14 PM
Importance: High

We still object vigorously to the proposal to bring Mad River water up to
the greater Trinidad area.  Abundant water would make extensive development
inevitable to the detriment of the environment and rural character of our
area.  Our quiet way of life would be destroyed, our forests, our scenery,
our already-failing roads, would be destroyed.  Where would the sewage go ?
Do the developers plan to pay for a sewage plant?  Again, we urge the city
to reject bringing water up here.

Bringing water in was discussed nearly 50 years ago, and several times
since.  Enough people objected each time that the proposal was dropped.  It
was dropped again two weeks ago.  Clearly most of your constituents want it
to stay dropped. 

THE PUBLIC HAS SPOKEN.  YOU HAVE ALREADY REJECTED THIS DESTRUCTIVE AND
UNWELCOME PROPOSAL.  DO NOT SUBMIT TO DEVELOPERS' PRESSURE to reconsider it.

James and Virginia Waters, Stagecoach Road
     residents of North Trinidad since 1966

" You often hear Americans say, 'I know my rights'.
  You never hear an American say, 'I know my responsibilities. "
                             [Stuart Dischell, UNC Greensboro ]  j.
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From: Alan Grau
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Meeting comments
Date: Monday, February 08, 2021 2:43:00 PM

Please include my comments for the City Council meeting.

To the City Council;

I still strongly oppose acquiring water from any new source.
I like living in Trinidad the way it is. A new water source will mean more growth, more
people, cars and traffic, less parking, the need for more law enforcement and a larger city
government. This is totally unacceptable. 

Doing nothing is an option. It is the best option.

Thank you,
Alan Grau

Sent from my iPad
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From: Beryl Feldman
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Cc: Steve Madrone
Subject: No means NO!
Date: Saturday, February 06, 2021 10:53:46 AM

There should not be the construction of a pipeline from the Mad River.

Why did Councilman Clompus ask for reconsideration of an unsound plan?

I agree with HARP (Humboldt Alliance for Responsible Planning) that a water pipeline to
Trinidad would open hundreds and hundreds of acres to construction and development
between the Little River north to Big Lagoon. The impacts of such development and
population growth on the qualities of the Trinidad coast that we all love — to say nothing of
on our rural infrastructure — are obvious. Subdivisions. Traffic. Failing septic systems. 

Respectfully,
Beryl Feldman
McKinleyville


Dear Trinidad-Area Neighbors.

Here we go again. 

Trinidad City Councilman Richard Clompus has asked the Council to reconsider its Jan. 26 decision
not to participate in a feasibility study of a water pipeline connection to the Humboldt Bay
Municipal Water District.

The pipeline issue will get a “redo” at the Council’s Tuesday, Feb. 9, 6 p.m. meeting
(https://trinidad.ca.gov/city-council-regular-meeting-23). Please email the Trinidad City Council
expressing (again) your opposition to Trinidad’s participation in a water pipeline study or
construction. Please also tune in to Tuesday’s virtual city council meeting, and make your voices
heard. 

Contact the Council at: Steve Ladwig <smladwig@gmail.com>, Jack West
<jwest@trinidad.ca.gov>, Tom Davies <tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov>, dgrover
<dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov>, Richard Clompus <rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov>, Eli Naffah
<citymanager@trinidad.ca.gov>, Trinidad City Clerk <cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov>

The City Council listened to both sides of this issue two weeks ago, and made the right choice. The
Council shouldn’t be pushed into backtracking after already making its decision. The city should both
explore the other options for increasing Trinidad’s water resiliency, and take steps to implement
them. 
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_________

Ted Pease
HARP — Humboldt Alliance for Responsible Planning
PO Box 996
Trinidad, Calif. 95570
707-677-5222 • 707-502-5806 cell
tedpeasemedia@gmail.com
www.HumboldtAlliance.org
Friend HARP on Facebook
To Join HARP, email HARP@HumboldtAlliance.org

Fostering Citizen Engagement in Humboldt County Since 2018
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From: Joanne Rand
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: No pipeline
Date: Friday, February 05, 2021 10:53:16 PM

Dear Trinidad City Council,
I am writing to express my opposition to Trinidad’s participation in a water pipeline study or
construction.
Joanne Rand
PO 586, Arcata, CA 95518
Official website
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From: Meg Stofsky
To: Trinidad City Clerk
Subject: No water pipeline!
Date: Friday, February 05, 2021 2:23:43 PM

Dear City Council,
I am writing again to oppose the proposal for Trinidad to participate in a study that ultimately
seeks to build a water pipeline. It is astounding that you are again asked to vote in
participating in this water study for a pipeline that is completely wrong for Trinidad, no many
how many times it is brought up. The Trinidad City Council must first try to deal with its
water problems by exploring and then implementing other more feasible, affordable options
that are consistently offered by Supervisor Madrone. I wonder why these are never moved
forward but instead drastic proposals that would forever alter the character of the community.
Move on!
Sincerely,
Margaret Stofsky
Eureka resident and concerned citizen
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From: Nikki Tides
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Opposition to casino expansion
Date: Sunday, February 07, 2021 6:59:47 PM

I would like to express my opposition to the building of a ten-story hotel and Gas Station (!) on Scenic Drive which
also requires a water pipeline and destruction of residential property (including ours)  on Westhaven Drive. This
whole project is inappropriate for our rural community composed of quietly nestled homes in a green, peaceful
setting. There is no essential need for this project, it is a private profit-driven concept that seems inconceivable in
this troubling time of pandemic crisis!  It certainly should not have priority over essential projects that could enrich
the community.
Anne Nikitiades
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From: Sharon and David Winnett
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: our concern with the water pipeline study
Date: Sunday, February 07, 2021 8:50:57 AM

Submitted on Sunday, February 7, 2021 - 8:50am
Submitted by anonymous user: [98.248.23.223]
Submitted values are:

Name: Sharon and David Winnett
Email: dawinnett49@gmail.com
Phone:
Subject: our concern with the water pipeline study
Message:
We are concerned that even the most preliminary steps by Trinidad to be part
of a water pipeline feasibility study would be a bad decision!  Trinidad is a
magical place on the California Coast, one of the few spots left where the
world can see the natural beauty of the redwoods, the rugged north coast, and
miles of unspoiled beaches.  We have a moral responsibility to protect these
treasures for future generations. We fear any step towards expansion will
only serve to enable developers to destroy the natural setting our
forefathers have protected.  Please do not vote to be part of the feasibility
study and start Trinidad down the slippery slope towards over development.

Sharon and David Winnett citizens of Trinidad

The results of this submission may be viewed at:
https://trinidad.ca.gov/node/19/submission/1118
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From: Ben Clompus
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Please circulate to all city council members
Date: Saturday, February 06, 2021 11:49:18 AM

The City of Trinidad has a very important decision to make regarding a study that could potentially
have Trinidad join a project with Humboldt Bay Water to bring a sustainable source of water to the
city. While much of the focus is on 'opposition to development' and 'Rancheria Hotel getting water',
water scarcity has not been as big of a concern as it should be to residents of the City of Trinidad.
 
We've been in 2 droughts according to the city in the past 6 years that I've lived here and the first
drought we had a few restrictions in place. The longer the drought lasts the  water supply will
continues to decrease. The City of Trinidad will eventually become dry.
 
So what happens when Luffenholtz creek dries up or we enter a significant drought?
 
Residents will need shower less. All irrigation on properties will come to a halt. All vegetation
including lawns will die. Toilet flushing would have to decrease (stinky bathrooms). Restaurants
won't be allowed to serve water. Water usage would need to be strictly monitored and the city
would be forced to fine residents for excessive usage. Once we’re dry, all residents would have to
buy trucked-in water. All residents would have to install big ugly water tanks on every property and
purchase water that will be trucked in at prices well above what they pay now. Residents who can't
afford trucked in water will sell their homes driving home prices down substantially. Some residents
will be underwater on their mortgages as they owe more than they will get in selling their home.
None of this sounds good for anyone. Why would you want this?
 
Individuals and HARP oppose the Humboldt Bay Water study for a few reasons: development and
the Rancheria getting more water. The pipeline would only be large enough to handle Trinidad's
current demand. It will not be large enough for any additional development to take place. Trinidad is
only responsible for development inside city limits and that is limited. Humboldt Supervisor Steve
Madrone has suggested tapping into an aquifer on private land. This is a multi-million dollar idea
that is costly and does not guarantee water. A true definition of a 'pipe dream'. HARPs wishful
thinking does not align with Trinidad's economics. The 'Do Nothing' approach which is essentially
what they want the city to do. HARP does not want Trinidad to have sustainable water. They want to
be left alone in their old years and punt the problem to the next generation after they’re gone. By
that time, it may be too late to provide water to the city after going dry. Businesses will have to
close. There won't be any restaurants or Murphys. All B & Bs' will shutter. Homes will lose value. The
Rancheria properties will be getting water from Humboldt Bay Water with or without Trinidad. While
that's disappointing to some, the Rancheria is a sovereign nation that is not under Trinidad’s
jurisdiction. 
 
All Trinidad homeowners are at risk to local fire without an adequate supply of water to save their
homes. For all the homeowners who are worried, you should be. Humboldt Bay aquifer water is
actually healthier for you than creek surface water due to natural filtration.
 
Trinidad may only be responsible for a fraction of the cost of a pipeline compared to the estimate
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from the 2008 Trinidad water study which had the city paying for the entire pipeline. Trinidad may
also be eligible for grants to help cover the cost. The hard truth we all face is that the city has done
multiple studies to source water. No actions were taken as the cost was just too high for the City.
 
The city will need to take on many hard decisions over the coming years in regards to lost revenue
from Rancheria businesses. Now is the time to fix the water supply so its not a continuing problem
for our residents. Trinidad without water will be 'death' to this wonderful city I call home. Most
opposition letters are coming from non-residents of Trinidad that are unaffected by any water
shortage The irony is that Eureka, Arcata and McKinleyville benefit with the security of clean water
from the Humboldt Bay Water District.
 
The City of Trinidad needs a reliable sustainable water source that will keep Trinidad thriving into the
future for the next generation 50 years from now who will occupy this beautiful town we all are so
grateful to live in. Please vote 'Yes' to the study so we can gather all the facts and make an educated
decision on this great opportunity Trinidad has before them.
 
 
Sincerely,
 
Ben Clompus



From: Ron Zemel
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Proposed water feasibility study
Date: Monday, February 08, 2021 10:06:21 AM

Submitted on Monday, February 8, 2021 - 10:06am
Submitted by anonymous user: [47.208.114.231]
Submitted values are:

Name: Ron Zemel
Email: rzemel3@gmail.com
Phone:
Subject: Proposed water feasibility study
Message:
As a long time resident of this Trinidad community I am whole heartedly
against the proposed water pipe  feasibility study. I have written to you,
several weeks back, and am dismayed that you are not listening to your
constituents concerns. Putting aside the unknown cost for such a study and
the unknown final cost of installing the water line the potential
repercussions would be irreversible. I remember a council meeting that took
place years ago when Chi wei Lin was mayor . A representative for Verizon
attended the meeting .He was there to request permission to install a backup
generator on the head for their cell tower. Mayor Lin and the council
rejected the proposal without any hesitation. Deeming it not in the
communities long term interest. This proposed generator was , according to
Verizon’s representative, to be used in case of an emergency and in the
cities best interest. The mayor and council at the time were able to broaden
their vision and understood that in the long term it was not in the
communities best interest to have a tower on the head and rejected the
proposal.The proposed water feasibility study is a moot point, the bottom
line is that the installation of this water line , even though some may
consider it is in the communities best interest, has too many unknown long
term repercussions to haphazardly follow through with it. Your vote to reject
the proposed study at your last council meeting was sensible and went along
with the desires of the vast majority of the residents of the Trinidad
community. I implore you to not change your vote. The citizens of this
community are relying on you to follow through with your dictate to represent
them and not some special interest.

Sincerely
Ron Zemel

The results of this submission may be viewed at:
https://trinidad.ca.gov/node/19/submission/1121
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City of Trinidad 

P.O. Box 390 

409 Trinity Street 

Trinidad, CA 95570 

 

Trinidad City Council:                                     February 9, 2021 

RE: Agenda Item 11:  Discussion/Decision to Expand Composition of the Trails Advisory Committee to Include a 
Representative of the Tsurai Ancestral Society (TAS) 

I do not support expanding the expansion of the Trails Advisory Committee to include a representative of the 
Tsurai Ancestral Society (TAS).   

The TAS is already publicly on record as supporting the permanent closure of at least 2 city trails, the Van Wycke 
trail and the Galindo trail.  If the City could get them on the record, it would not be at all surprising to hear that the 
TAS would also like to close the trail system on Trinidad Head.  It is my view that the Trails Advisory Committee 
should support the maintenance and management of City trails, provide suggestions for improved signage and 
public education, and help ensure safe public access, not work for their closure.  

The TAS has repeatedly demonstrated that it is not willing to engage in any kind of productive dialogue toward 
resolving disagreements in the City.  Their stance is always to just say no.  Ask the Trinidad Civic Club how they are 
to work with.  Imagine that on the Trails Advisory Committee.   

The TAS should be welcome to participate by providing public comment at Trails Advisory Committee meetings 
but not as a voting committee member.  I urge you to not appoint a designated representative of the Tsurai 
Ancestral Society (TAS) to the Trails Advisory Committee.      

 

Respectfully, 

Dick Bruce 

780 Underwood Drive 

P.O. Box 1190 

Trinidad, CA 95570 

707 677-3940    

 

 

 



 
          02/07/2021 
 
 
Trinidad City Council Members,       
I am a resident of Trinidad.  
I am writing in support of joining the feasibility study currently underway by The Humboldt Bay 
Municipal Water District-that could bring a secondary source of water to the city of Trinidad.  
Researching Trinidad’s future water needs should be a priority. I am aware that during the 
recent drought years, our current water supply has hit dangerous lows. This is a clear warning 
sign of things to come. 
Whether to do the study or not to do the study should be obvious. How can an unbiased 
decision about the future water source of our city be made without all options being explored? 
To ensure a reliable water supply now and in the future, I cannot imagine town residents not 
wanting to participate in this. 
I implore all of you to make the right choice and vote yes on the feasibility study. 
 
Thank you, 
C. Bustamonte 
Trinidad, CA 
 



 
 

February 5, 2021 
City Council Members, 
I reside within the City of Trinidad and am a customer of Trinidad City Water. I am writing in support 
of conducting a feasibility study that potentially could have Trinidad join a project with Humboldt Bay 
Water to bring another water source to the city.  
 
I am deeply concerned about severe water shortages now and in the future given the climate crisis. 
With global warming the current source of our water (Luffenholtz Creek) will decrease. It is counter to 
logic to make decisions as important as our water supply without wanting to learn all the facts. 
The decision about whether to conduct the feasibility study should not be influenced by the 
megaphones of those who don’t reside within the City of Trinidad!  
 
The City of Trinidad needs a water contingency plan and Humboldt Bay Water, as a secondary water 
source, would keep Trinidad safe into the future. Please vote to proceed with the Feasibility Analysis to 
Extend Humboldt Bay Municipal Water Service to Trinidad. 
 
Thank you, 
Marc Code 
Trinidad, CA 
 



To Trinidad City Council Members: Mayor Steve Ladwig (sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov), Mayor Pro-Tem Jack 
West (jwest@trinidad.ca.gov), Dr. Richard Clompus (rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov), Dave 
Grover (dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov), and Tom Davies (tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov) 

  

Re: Water Feasibility Studies for Trinidad 

  

As one of your constituents, I urge you to vote in favor of participating in feasibility analyses for sourcing 
City water from the Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District (HBMWD) as well as from other alternatives. 
  

When we need to make changes to our current water system soon or in the future, it will be necessary 
to have as much information as possible in order to make the most evidence-based, data-driven, 
defendable decisions. It should not be controversial to gather needed information.  

  

I say when we need to make changes to our water system, not if, because these changes are inevitable. 
Just like communities all over the world, we are being forced to contend with the growing threats of 
climate change in both the short- and long-term. Even though we live in a relatively rainy place, 
Luffenholtz Creek, our City’s sole source of water, has already suffered the effects of drought and our 
community has already felt how this affects our everyday lives.  

  

This is worrisome because Luffenholtz is a very small creek and we only have the capacity to store a 
limited amount of water in our Redwood storage tanks. We are simply not prepared to fight a significant 
house fire or a forest fire, especially in drought conditions or if a fire took out one or both of our tanks 
or treatment facility. With climate change making us more susceptible to fires, we need to boost our 
emergency preparedness for the sake of community safety, health, and resiliency.  

  

A feasibility study will provide us with information about the possibility of sourcing our water from the 
HBMWD. Since water from under the Mad River is cleaner than surface water from Luffenholtz Creek, it 
requires less chemical treatment, which could relieve our City’s responsibility of running a water 
treatment facility. We could reallocate our money and human resources to making needed 
improvements to our water distribution system. Like most parents, I am especially concerned about our 
kids’ exposure to chemicals as it could have cumulative, life-long effects on their bodies and minds. This 
alone makes it a more desirable source of drinking water for health, environmental, and social justice 

mailto:sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:jwest@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov


reasons. 

  

In retrospect, the City Council should have tabled the original vote on January 26th due to power 
outages that disconnected council members during the information gathering part of the meeting. It is 
irresponsible to make decisions for our community in situations like that. Please be more considerate in 
the future.  

  

  

Because this decision is hopefully coming up for a vote again, there has been an uptick of community 
concern from both inside and outside City limits. Please take this into account as you all are undoubtably 
being bombarded with public comments.   

  

Also consider the fact that many of those who are voicing their concerns are not City water customers 
and do not feel or live with the effects of drought on Luffenholtz Creek. We are not just a Northern 
Humboldt coastal destination; we are a community with needs just like any other. We are entitled to 
obtain solid information on which to base these vitally important decisions down the road.  

  

It seems that those opposed to this feasibility study often base their opinions on fears of 
“development.” I don’t understand how offering current City residents and water customers 
information about a potentially different source of potable water would open up Trinidad to 
development projects. Besides the small field behind Murphy’s Market, there isn’t much open space 
that could be developed. Voting in favor of this information-gathering study is not a vote to extend the 
City’s water service to additional areas, so the anti-development argument simply isn’t supported by a 
solid foundation. 

  

Furthermore, plans for development both inside and outside of Trinidad city limits would fall under a 
myriad of regulations governed by the City, County, State, and/or Coastal Commission. Providing 
potable water to these locations would only be one of many hoops any developer would have to jump 
through. Again, voting against this feasibility study based on fears of development just doesn’t hold any 
water. The City could alleviate these fears of potential development by addressing these concerns and 
mediating the spread of misinformation. Our community should not fear the gathering of data and 
exploring new possible solutions to old problems. This is what is scary to me.  



  

Since the Trinidad Rancheria is already preparing to do their own feasibility study, it makes sense to pool 
our funds together as a community with shared interests and natural resources to cover the costs in 
order to learn more about what this potential change would look like, how much it would cost, and if it 
would make our City’s water system more or less healthy and sustainable. 

  

So, change is inevitable. It’s best to be prepared. In order to be prepared, we need to make well-
informed decisions. In order to make well-informed decisions, we need information. Therefore, for the 
sake of community safety, emergency preparedness, natural resource sustainability, and social justice, 
please vote to conduct these feasibility studies. 

  

  

Sincerely, 

  

 

Alisha Gaskins 

Cc: Trinidad City Manager, Eli Naffah (citymanager@trinidad.ca.gov); City Clerk, Gabriel Adams 
(cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov), Humboldt County Supervisor, Steve Madrone 
(smadrone@co.humboldt.ca.us) 
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Subject: Letter for the Public Record
From: "John Graves" <johngraves01@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Feb 05, 2021 8:23 am

To: <jwest@trinidad.ca.gov>, <tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov>, <:dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov>, "'Steve Ladwig'"
<smladwig@gmail.com>, <rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov>, "'Trinidad City Clerk'" <cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov>

Attach: Leach Water System 2019 Estimate.pdf

1. The age, safety, and capacity of the 2 Redwood “holding” tanks used by the city for water
storage, and

2. Testimony received in 2019 by the Planning Commission & City Council regarding the feasibility
of Rainwater Catchment System as a means of quickly supplementing the current storage
system. 

 

Regarding Councilmember Clompus’ report on the status of Trindad’s Water Resources:
 
Thank you for sending me the .pdf of the report to the Council on Trinidad’s Water Crisis.  I use the
term “Crisis” because, based upon reviewing the reports from GHD Engineering and listening to public
testimony during the time I served as Chair of Trinidad’s Planning Commission, I believe Trinidad is in
the midst of a crisis. whether the residents recognize it or not.  Just like the outline of an oncoming
airplane, it is speeding towards you and will be upon you before you realize it.  
 
Councilmember Clompus’ report is a clear summary of where the City stands, but I would also draw
your attention to 2 items:

 
In 2019, the Council received a detailed presentation by Supervisor Steve Madrone on alternative
water sources available for Trinidad and the surrounding area.  This presentation contained both Long
Term and Short Term strategies to obtain water from sources other than Luffenholtz Creek.  Because
that Creeks’ watershed lies outside the City limits, and because of drought, climate change, increased
water use (and documented illegal diversions), that Creek should not be relied upon as the sole source
of Water for the City.
 
A long-term project to connect to the Humboldt Bay Municipal Water system is a lengthy and costly
project that has both environmental risks and the opposition of a vocal segment of the citizenry.  While
it is listed in the City General Plan as an Alternative to be used in an Emergency, it is not a real
Alternative.  The nature of an Emergency makes this solution not only unrealistic, but gives the false
impression that this is a true “back-up plan”.
 
Rather than looking for a single all-encompassing solution, I suggest that you consider a
conglomeration of resources and technologies designed to meet both short term and long term needs. 
On the short term, encouraging the use of rainwater catchment systems by individual property owners
can supply some of the water needed.  Based upon an estimate by Westhaven resident Steven Leach
of Leach Rainwater systems, a 5,000 gallon store tank and distribution system can be constructed for
under $7K, and the estimate for making this water potable is an additional $3K. Attached is a copy of
an estimate Mr. Leach provided for my home in 2019. While $10K is no trifling sum for an individual
property owner, it could be subsidized by a combination of grants and endowments from such entities
as the Humboldt Area Foundation.  The cost of construction could further be reduced by simple
changes to Trinidad’s Land Use regulations to provide a “blue-print” template which could be easily
approved administratively.  These changes would allow such systems to be constructed quickly without
additional ‘red tape’.   This could be one building block in a series of building blocks that by aggregation
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could significantly reduce Trinidad’s dependence on Luffenholtz Creek. 
 
Another component would involve reducing water loss from leakage in the existing system.  The
Westhaven Community Services District found Grant Funding to help defray the cost of such a
program.  This has significantly reduced water loss in their system. 
 
Supervisor Madrone outlined in detail a long term larger system of rain and groundwater utilization
involving private lands upslope from Trinidad.  This plan has a lot of potential, but requires a small
scale “model” to be build to demonstrate the feasibility of this concept.  Once again, Grants…both
public and private…should be pursued to determine the practicality of this approach.
 
In conclusion, I believe there is no one single “silver bullet” solution to Trinidad’s Water Crisis. 
However, by employing a series of technologies and combining it with the existing City Water System,
Trinidad can make both immediate and long term strides towards solving this problem.  The question
before is whether the City has the political will to plan for the long term future of the City. 
Respectfully,
John
John Garland Graves
www.JGarlandCommunications.com
Home:  707-677-5022
Cell: 707-616-5180
677 Driver Road
Trinidad, CA. 95570
 

http://www.jgarlandcommunications.com/


 
Leach Water Systems 
PO Box 1339 
Trinidad CA 95570 
 
            
                       

 
 
 
 
Attention:  John Garland Graves 
       Date:  9/4/19 
  Subject:  Rain catchment  
 
A.   Scope of proposed work irrigation and fire water only 
 
1.  Clear flat area for 5,000 gallon poly tank and install tank on rock pad. 
2.  Connect gutters off home with first flush system to 5,000 gallon tank and basket filter. 
3.  Connect 115V Grundfos constant pressure pump to 5,000 gallon tank for pressurized use. 
4.  Install overflow off 5,000 gallon tank. 
 
Estimated cost $6800.00 
 
B.  Scope of proposed work with filtration and gutter catchment system. This may be necessary if 
overhead gravity fill lines are not possible or desired, and water is to be potable. 
 
1.  In addition to A above  
2.  Add 100-300 gallon transfer tank at house for gutter catchment. 
3.  Install transfer pump and sediment filter to 5000 gallon tank.(often possible to use transfer pump as 
pressure pump as well.)  
4.   Install ozone disinfection system. 
 
Estimated cost $3100.00 
 
Please call with any questions 
Stephen Leach 
707 834 1874 
 



07 February 2021 

Dear Council Members and Staff – 

I have just read through the original version of Richard Clompus’s PPT that I assume he sent out to many 
local residents and that I believe he will present, in a mildly modified form, before the TCC this coming 
Tuesday IF Council members elect to reconsider their decision NOT to participate in HBMWD’s feasibility 
study. COUNCILMAN CLOMPUS’S PPT IS A NAÏVE, ERRONEOUS AND INCOMPLETE PORTRAYAL OF 
TRINIDAD’S WATER SUPPLY ISSUES. I URGE YOU TO VOTE NOT TO RECONSIDER THE PREVIOUS 
DECISION which recognized that there are many options available to Trinidad which would not require 
tapping into a new pipeline delivering HBMWD water via McKinleyville CSD. If you do vote to reconsider 
your previous decision, I URGE YOU TO STICK TO THE INTELLIGENT DECISION THAT WAS MADE ON 26 
JANUARY.  

Please consider the following: 

WHY NO HBMWD PIPELINE? 

• THERE HAS BEEN AN OUTPOURING OF LOCAL OPPOSITION to the proposal from City residents 
and from members of the local unincorporated communities. 

• A PIPELINE WOULD HAVE HORRIBLE GROWTH-INDUCEMENT EFFECTS. Many of us those 
opposing a HBMWD pipeline have remained in the Trinidad-Westhaven area for more than 40+ 
years BECAUSE we appreciate the relatively undeveloped coastal oasis that we have here AND 
that because it has largely remained that way. No shopping malls, no subdivisions with 50’ roads 
and tract homes. THE ACTION THAT TRINIDAD TAKES ON THIS ISSUE WILL AFFECT ALL OF US, 
NOT JUST TRINIDAD CITY RESIDENTS. 

• THERE IS NO TRINIDAD WATER CRISIS!! Most recent concerns regarding Trinidad’s water supply 
have emerged from the Trinidad Rancheria’s request for about 10,000 gallons/day, which 
amounts to about 24% of the GHD-estimated “surplus capacity” of about 48,000 gpd during 
“average” water years. The City has had good reasons not to honor this request given pre-
existing commitments to the local CAL-Fire station and the associated CA Coastal Commission 
requirement to provide water to coastal recreation-serving properties north of Trinidad that 
have been serving the public for decades. Trinidad has no obligation to provide water for a 5.5-
story hotel for which there is also substantial local opposition.  

• Clompus argues that the loss of the Rancheria’s Casino as a water customer, assuming that the 
Rancheria gets its requested pipeline AND discontinues service from Trinidad, would be a deadly 
financial blow to the Trinidad water system.  THIS HAS TWO ERRORS: FIRST, IF THIS WERE TO 
HAPPEN, IT WOULD INSTEAD FREE UP TRINIDAD TO PROVIDE WATER TO OTHER USERS (see 
previous item).  Second, the Rancheria has made no mention of a desire to discontinue their 
service from Trinidad and this fear is at odds with their request from HBMWD. THE RANCHERIA 
HAS REQUESTED ONLY 20,000 GALLONS/DAY FROM HBMWD FOR THEIR FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENTS. (see August 13, 2020 minutes, HBMWD). JUST THEIR PROPOSED HOTEL 
WOULD NEED 9,500 (average)-14,000 (at 100% capacity) GALLONS PER DAY.  (See Final 
Environmental Assessment, Trinidad Rancheria Economic Development Corporation, Hotel 
Development Project)  

• NEITHER WCSD NOR THE CITY OF TRINIDAD INITIATED THIS ACTION. The current controversy 
regarding connection to a HBMWD pipeline has arisen ONLY because the Trinidad Rancheria has 



requested water from HBMWD and because HBMWD is, arguably, seeking to expand water 
delivery beyond the Rancheria if a new pipeline is constructed.  

• THE TOTAL COST OF PARTICIPATION IS UNKNOWN. The Rancheria has been required to come 
up with $10,000 AS A DOWN PAYMENT for the study. Other participants will no doubt be given 
a similar open-ended request.  

• SURFACE WATER STREAMS PROVIDE A FINE SOURCE OF WATER FOR THE PUBLIC. Yes, 
treatment is required. SO, TRINIDAD HAS INVESTED IN A TREATMENT SYSTEM THAT REDUCES 
DISINFECTION BYPRODUCTS TO ACCEPTABLE LEVELS.  

• SURFACE WATER STREAMS IN THE NORTHERN CA MEDITERRANEAN CLIMATE ALWAYS HAVE 
LOW FLOW IN LATE SUMMER/EARLY FALL. Trinidad declared a “drought” emergency in 
October 2020, but no rationing was required or needed, was it? 

• WCSD AND TRINIDAD HAD NO DIFFICULTIES RESPONDING TO THE STATEWIDE MANDATE TO 
REDUCE WATER CONSUMPTION BY 25% in 2015 following a FOUR-YEAR STATEWIDE 
DROUGHT. Neither did either system experience exceptionally low flows that would have 
otherwise required water rationing. 
 

IS THERE NEED TO IMPROVE OUR FUTURE WATER SUPPLY AND SECURITY? 
  

• OF COURSE!! And there are many options: 
• FIX LEAKY PIPES. Over the years, Trinidad has had a relatively high level of system water loss 

(average of 26.6% from Sept 2012-August 2019, GHD 2019). The amount of water needed to 
supply Trinidad’s customers is a direct reflection of water loss. Reduce system water loss, and 
more water becomes available for customers, and lower volume needs to be pumped from 
Luffenholtz Creek.  

• EXPLORE AN INTER-TIE WITH WCSD. The Trinidad Water Committee (Clompus) has discussed 
with WCSD the possible benefits, to WCSD and to Trinidad, but has not taken any action. 

• EXPLORE FEASIBILITY OF REDEVELOPMENT OF MILL CREEK SOURCE. Trinidad has maintained a 
40 gpm water right on Mill Creek, but has not been exercising that right. Why not??? What rules 
this out? 

• STEVE MADRONE HAS SUGGESTED NUMEROUS OPTIONS FOR IMPROVING THE LONG-TERM 
RESILIENCE OF LOCAL WATER SUPPLIES. Let’s try to quickly implement those that seem most 
feasible and least expensive (e.g., small residential water collection systems to provide supply 
for late summer use). 

• STATE GRANT FUNDING IS AVAILABLE TO HELP OUT SMALL COMMUNITIES WITH THEIR 
WATER SUPPLIES. SEEK IT!! State regulators can also put local CSDs in touch with engineering 
firms that have special expertise in water systems and water treatment. 

• CONTINUE WORK ON THE DROUGHT RESPONSE POLICIES.  A modest reduction in late 
summer/early fall water use during serious drought years is a small price to pay compared to 
the negative consequences of extensive growth and development.  
 

Dave Hankin 
Westhaven resident since 1976 
HSU faculty member at Trinidad Marine Lab 1984-2018; Marine Lab Director for some of these years 



February 6, 2021 
 
To: Trinidad City Council 
Re: City Council Agenda Item #1.  
 
 
Trinidad City Council,  
 
I am writing about the “redo” of the HBMWD water feasibility study that has appeared again on 
the City Council agenda. My previous comments objecting to the feasibility study are already on 
the record. We in town are all well aware of the fact that this issue was taken to a legitimate vote 
just a couple of weeks ago.  The legal decision was that no study was needed at this time. This 
was a well attended meeting and had much more public input than most meetings. The majority 
of the public clearly stated that this study was inappropriate and unnecessary.  
 
What has happened that would allow this important issue to go to a revote? To say that the 
meeting was disrupted by technical difficulties would be accurate. But to claim that this 
particular agenda item was disrupted is false, and entirely disingenuous. The public fully 
participated, the council deliberated, and the vote was taken and recorded prior to the meeting 
being adjourned. Those are the facts and they must be clearly reflected in the minutes of that 
meeting.  
 
It appears that Councilperson Richard Clompus has led a charge against our democratic 
process to make his claim that the water situation in Trinidad is now an emergency, in his 
opinion. Richard  Clompus is part of some sort of Trinidad water committee, pertaining to 
drought as I understand it. This water committee has no city resolution, no posted agenda’s, no 
minutes, and absolutely NO PUBLIC input or process.  From this pseudo water committee, 
Richard Clompus suddenly produces a slick brochure and all of the solutions for Trinidad and 
it’s water, alone? This is unconscionable. When were the dates of these water meetings? Who 
was in attendance? What were the topics discussed? The public has the right to know. Bring all 
of this information into the light.  
 
As far as I understand, Mr. Clompus has never studied water resources or has any credentials 
that would allow his opinion to supersede that of any other councilmember. What he does 
appear to demonstrate are some technical abilities that allow him to create slick reports that 
appear to state that his opinions and his own research of the records are more complete and 
“worthy” than the work of the other councilmembers. I understand that he personally requested 
that the standing vote from the last meeting be discounted. The vote that did not “go in his favor” 
he has now demanded must be voted on again. This clearly demonstrates a lack of the ability to 
work as a team for a common goal, lack of transparency, and lack or unwillingness to observe 
other people's opinions as valid, when they differ from his own. 
 
Discussion among community members who are shocked and outraged to see the City Council 
process be so blatantly disregarded have included the vocabulary, “slimey”, unethical”, “quid pro 



quo”,  and “bribe” among others. Why did this happen? Very obviously not because the power 
went out. The democratic system was in place for the 3/2 City Council vote. If others are also 
involved in this system failure and call for a revote, Brown Act violations will be highly suspect . 
Jack West, who is also a member of the pseudo Trinidad water committee, as a councilperson, 
seconded the motion for no water feasibility study and then voted in favor of that motion. 
Whoever might have changed their mind on this issue, and then proceeds to vote to hear this 
agenda item must be in the spotlight. Along with Mr. Clompus this person or persons will remain 
highly suspect of Brown Act violations, and other unscrupulous actions, that appear to have 
taken place.  Their tactics in this matter are far from transparent.  
 
Mr. Clompus’ efforts to undermine the voting outcomes that he disliked demonstrate clearly his 
overuse of power in our system. Mr. Clompus’ credibility is now beyond repair. As city 
councilpersons you have all promised to limit your pursuit of self-interest at the expense of the 
political system that you  are sworn to “preserve, protect, and defend.”  Allowing this issue to 
undergo a second vote is equal to an illegal scheme. This exacerbates and contributes to the 
belief that our public system in Trinidad is obviously rigged. Anyone who is  questioning the 
legitimacy of democratic vote already taken, in a legitimate public meeting, should absolutely 
lose the right to participate as a public official. Challenging the credibility of the vote when they 
participated in the process without objection clearly demonstrates incompetency at the highest 
level.  
 
With the City of Trinidad taking these unprecedented steps, it is important to remember that any 
assault on our public processes, including a purposeful undermining of the City Council voting 
outcomes, is an assault on all of us, the Constitution, and our liberty that public officials are 
meant to uphold. Personally, I denounce this action to reagendize as an outright charade, 
claiming that the vote was somehow compromised by the power outage. Anyone who attended 
the meeting and all of the City Councilpersons who were present and cast their vote, can not 
now substantiate that the vote was compromised by the power outage. This is nothing more 
than manipulation by Mr. Clompus and others who saw that the vote did not go their way and 
this is clearly an exploitation of the facts in order to deceive the public, and the action amounts 
to suspicion at best and fraud at its worst.  
 
Thank you,  
 
Kathleen Lake 
Trinidad Resident 
 
 
 



TO: Trinidad City Council 
FR: Ted Pease & Brenda Cooper, 446 Mill Creek (non-city residents, but water customers) 
RE: Redo of Pipeline Decision 
 Feb. 8, 2021 
 
‘Do-Over’ First, I concur with the many others who object to reopening discussion on an issue 
fairly and legally decided at the last Council meeting (1/26/21). I’m no parliamentarian, but it 
seems unreasonable that councilmembers can ask for a redo because they were on the losing side 
last time.   
For the record, as of Sunday afternoon, I had heard from six people who wrote in January in 
opposition to the pipeline. They were disgusted: they have better things to do than write another 
email if the council is disregarding their first one. 
I strongly urge Councilmember Richard Clompus to withdraw his request for a redo, or equally 
strongly urge Mayor Steve Ladwig, who creates the Council’s agenda, to delete it. 
I will also pass along feedback from my neighbors, which I share, that Richard’s powerpoint 
presentation was not only shallow on the facts and history of water issues in Trinidad, but 
condescending in tone toward anyone too “emotional” to disagree with him on the 
pipeline/development issue. Concern about overdevelopment is not “emotional.” 
We all can stipulate and join in Richard’s concern over climate change and drought. This is 
why Trinidad needs to move swiftly to develop overdue measures, including (per Steve 
Madrone) catchment, springs, replace and expand aging storage tanks, plug leaks in the system, 
partner with Westhaven, etc., as well as the city’s existing and currently unused water right to 
Mill Creek. Richard dismisses these measures, but I applauded when Steve Ladwig said he 
preferred for Trinidad to be a place that can “live within its means.” 
If joining the pipeline feasibility study were simply a question of gathering new information, I 
would always agree that information is good. But as others with more knowledge than I of 
Trinidad-area water issues and resources have said, we already know that a pipeline would be 
hugely expensive and destructive to the rural character of the area. Speaking of expensive, the 
Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District (HBMWD) has asked the Rancheria for a $10,000 
payment up front for the study. At the Jan. 26 Council meeting, HBMWD General Manager John 
Friedenbach could not or would not say how much the city might have to pay to participate. 
Information is good, but not if you have to write an open-ended check to obtain it. 
Finally, I reiterate the pleas in my last letter to the Council (1/25/21): In times of drought and 
with the prospect of worse to come, we understand the temptation to consider how a water 
pipeline would ease the city’s water woes. But the costs — not only financial — of that water 
will be the destruction of the qualities all of us love about living and working here.  
Once unlimited water is available, forested hillsides from Moonstone to Big Lagoon that are now 
unsuited for development suddenly become desirable building lots, and the area will be prime for 
a development boom. Such development would destroy the Trinidad area, and make us just 
another bustling California coastal town. 
Again, thanks to Council members for your dedication to Trinidad. Your neighbors may 
complain a lot, but we do appreciate the time and effort you put in. 



Dear Trinidad City Council, 

 

Thank you for the opportunity, again, to reiterate my fierce objections to a water feasibility study to 
bring Humboldt Bay Municipal Water by pipeline to Trinidad. 

As a Realtor, I have seen this northern part of the county become a tourist destination. Witness last 
summer, when we were over-run by tourists, and the City was caught unprepared, as were all of us 
residents. Our charm is the smallness of the area, and the wide open spaces that we all enjoy. We are 
not a San Luis Obispo, or Santa Cruz.  

 The property values in our Trinidad- Westhaven area are the highest in the County. 

However, all of that is based on the lifestyle, the population, and the infrastructure that has been 
developed over the years. I have been in residence since 1977, and Westhaven Water has been in 
moratorium all the time we have been here.  The City of Trinidad relies on Luffenholtz Creek to provide 
water  to those within City limits. Currently, there is no water shortage for those on Luffenholtz Creek, 
and Westhaven water is adequate for the customers it serves. 

If you want to create problems, try bringing in unlimited water and allow the County to rubber stamp 
the development of large parcels into smaller parcels. It’s taken them over a decade to make changes in 
the General Plan-I don’t think they will care about making more changes to zoning at this time.   On 
Scenic Drive alone, we could be faced with over 100 new homes ( not including the vacation rentals that 
will proliferate) , figuring two cars per lot, that is 200 cars per day using crumbling Scenic Drive.  If the 
Casino adds a 100 room five story hotel, that’s another proliferation of cars that will be coming into the 
City or driving past the beaches on Scenic. Even figuring 1 car per room, although likely more, it’s a 
devastating number.  The County Public Works Director has stated Scenic Drive needs a $30M fix. Where 
will that come from? How about Patricks Point Drive? Who will pay to fix that?  

Westhaven could easily add 500 lots, at least another 1000 cars per day, also on narrow back roads that 
are potholed and poorly maintained.  North of Trinidad, even with the general plan indications of 2.5 
and 5 acre designations, there are many large pieces that could easily add another 500 lots, or more. 

The very lifestyle we are trying to protect, which brings tourists and which we all enjoy so greatly, will be 
completely wiped out. The water may be there, but who is going to pay for the road upkeep, since the 
County can’t afford to do it now,  and who will pay for the eventual pollution of the groundwater, with 
the county allowing septic systems.  Our beaches are already polluted at certain times of the year , can 
you imagine adding all that extra stress onto our ecosystem?  

It’s ludicrous to think you would consider this study as anything but a desperate attempt to get water in 
any way possible without thinking through the ramifications.  I agree with Steve Madrone, that owners 
should add storage to their water systems, that we look for and develop other sources of water, and we 
do this with reason and not knee-jerk reactions.   

Also, this has been brought up and voted down, just two weeks ago. Now, because one councilmember 
did not like the outcome, it’s a redo??!!  Unbelievable. 

Sincerely,   Patty Stearns 



Anita and Norman Thompson 

Date: February 8, 2021 

RE: Agenda Items: 1 and 2. Discussion/Decision Regarding Participation in Feasibility Analysis 

to Extend HBMWD Service to Trinidad 

 

Dear Council Members: 

Please “authorize a motion to reconsider participation in feasibility analysis to 

extend HBMWD service to Trinidad.” Please include this item for discussion and 

action at the February 9
th

 meeting. As you are aware during the City Council 

Meeting on January 26
th

 there were several technical issues and power outages due 

to the storm.  Early on during this meeting, some people, including a council 

member, had difficulty being heard and hearing discussions and public comments. 

At the beginning of the meeting I directed a comment to law enforcement which 

was not heard.  This is only one example of participants not being heard. Some 

audio was so clipped as to render it impossible to decipher. At one point during 

this meeting the Council was advised (I believe by the City attorney) that they 

could cancel the meeting due to technical difficulties; however the meeting 

proceeded.  Later, due to continued and frustrating technical difficulties, the 

meeting had to be cancelled anyway. and the remaining agenda items were 

postponed. In hindsight, the meeting should have been cancelled/postponed earlier. 

Therefore, please approve and include the participation in the feasibility analysis to 

extend HBMWD service to Trinidad as an agenda item for the February 9
th

 

meeting.  

In the past, the City Council has demonstrated its concern for its residents and 

businesses and has based its decisions on data and research (e.g., most recently 

placing an Urgency Ordinance STR Moratorium on STRs due to the COVID surge).  

Please use that same standard now and examine all the evidence and the data in 

order to make yet another important decision that will protect the residents and 

businesses in the City of Trinidad City and specifically the city’s water customers 

by participating in this feasibility study.   

Many communities throughout the United States continue to ignore or avoid the 

devastating effects of long term droughts and other climate change crises.  Instead 



of ignoring the facts, we can act now so we are not victims of Humboldt County’s 

ongoing drought status.  

As homeowners in the City of Trinidad and Trinidad City Water customers, my 

husband and I are deeply concerned about a pending water shortage emergency. At 

prior City Council meetings, I have voiced water shortage and fire safety concerns 

to the Council and to our City engineer. I have raised the possibility of importing 

water from either Orick or Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District.  

 

We are concerned because our only water source is a creek, and as we all know, 

creek water levels can drop drastically. We saw evidence of this last year when the 

City asked its customers to conserve water because Luffenholtz Creek’s level was 

so low. At the January 26 Council meeting, my husband and I were upset that 

people who are not Trinidad residents and would not be affected by City water 

shortages were allowed to weigh in to oppose the feasibility study.  These people 

live in Eureka, Arcata, Bayside, Westhaven and McKinleyville. These people who 

oppose the study would not be affected if Trinidad water had to be rationed or had 

to be trucked in. They would not have their property values severely decreased or 

be unable to buy homeowners insurance.  Why?  Because many of them are 

already Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District customers.  

 

Many people believe that connecting to Humboldt Bay Municipal Water will promote 

development. Just because you believe something does not make it a fact. People 

believe that if Trinidad participates in this feasibility study it means that the City 

somehow has control of whether or not a large hotel will be built at the casino. Again, 

just because we believe something does not make it a fact or a factor in making a 

decision that has a huge impact on residents and business owners.  

The concern for future development was addressed in Trinidad City Council’s 

supporting documentation: 

“Item 2: Participation in Feasibility Analysis to Extend HBMWD Service to 

Trinidad Analysis: As per the attached letter from General Manager John 

Friedenbach, HBMWD water is a possible source of water resilience and a viable 

alternative for the City. As witnessed during this past summer and fall, as well as 

in past years, the flow of our water source from Luffenholtz Creek can get very 

low. It behooves the City to not always rely on Luffenholtz Creek, but to have an 

alternative water source for the future. Unfortunately, climate change is uncertain 



and the frequency of rain could get even less. The concern of rampant 

development is not realistic, especially for the City of Trinidad. The City is 

only a square mile and has very few undeveloped parcels. On top of that, a 

City has control over its own development and can limit future development 

through zoning and planning. Water is an integral part of any city’s viability, 

and it makes sense to responsibly plan and have alternatives for the future. 

We can’t leave ourselves high and dry.”  

At the January 26
th

 City Council meeting prior to opening the discussion to public 

comments, the growth and development concerns were also addressed by some of 

the members of the City Council and through questions with HBMWD General 

Manager John Friedenbach.  I thought these Council members and the 

representative from Humboldt Municipal Water did a great job of explaining how 

this feasibility study, with the possibility of connecting with Humboldt Municipal 

Water district, did not mean increased development for Trinidad.  In fact, the more 

questions the Council members asked the more it demonstrated that the possible 

connection would only be in the city and therefore residents of the City of Trinidad 

(current water customers) would be the people who would receive this imported 

water.  

 

Even though the concern about future development was addressed and the 

data/research was outlined and easy to understand in the supporting 

documentation, people ignored the facts and instead decided to make this 

feasibility study about growth, not about exploring an alternative water source to 

address our drought issues.  

 

The City of Trinidad is at a critical juncture. We ask that the City Council 

members make a decision to move forward with this feasibility study in order to 

save our town from the negative impact of climate change and ongoing drought 

conditions. As a former Algebra teacher, I sometimes think about problems as an 

equation.  This equation, which desperately needs to be solved, has only two 

variables: our current limited water source, Luffenholtz Creek, and Humboldt 

County’s ongoing drought status.  The only solution is an alternate source of water.  

What isn’t a variable is “growth and development” which is what Humboldt 

Alliance for Responsible Planning (HARP) continues to falsely state and now has 

many people believing to be true: “that a water pipeline to Trinidad would open 

hundreds and hundreds of acres to construction and development between the Little 



River north to Big Lagoon. The impacts of such development and population growth 

on the qualities of the Trinidad coast that we all love — to say nothing of on our rural 

infrastructure — are obvious. Subdivisions. Traffic. Failing septic systems.” HARP. A 

member of HARP stated he has “worried through droughts and climate change 

here for 20+ years.” HARP. 

Last year was one of the hottest years on record; Luffenholtz Creek was below 

normal levels. We were surrounded for months by wildfires, and the air quality 

was poor in Humboldt County due to these fires. Our climate crisis will continue 

and our drought status will only get worse. We need to work on a solution right 

now and not wait until it’s too late. The opportunity cost of not going forward with 

this feasibility study could have a disastrous effect on the City of Trinidad.  

Remember that you were concerned enough to create a drought contingency plan.  

A lot of work, research and time went into Trinidad City’s Water Shortage 

Contingency Plan which is available to the public in the meeting’s supporting 

documents. It states: “The purpose of the City of Trinidad’s Water Shortage 

Contingency Plan (WSCP) is to protect public health, welfare, and safety through 

conservation of the City’s water resources in times of insufficient water supply, 

which could be caused by drought, mechanical failure, and other conditions.” At 

the January 26
th

 City Council meeting and at the December 8, 2020 City Council 

meeting, supporting documentation was presented and discussed. (January 26
th

, 

Item 1. “Discussion/Decision regarding Revised Water Shortage Contingency 

Plan”).  

This document also states, “Trinidad Water System Overview The City of 

Trinidad’s (City) water supply is from Luffenholtz Creek, which is subject to 

limitations based on the terms of the City’s water right as it relates to flows in the 

creek. The flow in the creek varies significantly throughout the year. Multi-year 

droughts, other extractions from the creek, and long-term climate change can 

significantly reduce summer flows. Treatment system characteristics also affect the 

City’s ability to produce potable water; and storage and distribution system 

characteristics affect the City’s ability to distribute water. …Because Trinidad’s 

water source is a small creek with no reservoir, the City essentially has no long-

term storage….Essentially; the amount of water the City can supply is a function 

of how much water it pumps each day. There is a tipping point where the City can 



go from pumping at normal capacity, to a very sharp drop in pumping capacity 

once the creek reaches a critically low flow level that impacts the City’s intake 

system.”  

From the same document: “Table 1. Water Supply Shortage Stages and 

Conditions”, stage five states: “Extreme low flow on Luffenholtz; emergency 

water service disruption due to disaster or plant failure; insufficient water for 

sanitation and fire protection.” 

It is obvious and alarming to my husband and me that the City of Trinidad believes 

there is a real possibility of our only water source, Luffenholtz Creek running 

extremely low or dry. What are the ramifications of continuing to trust Luffenholtz 

Creek as Trinidad’s only source of water? When we reach these emergencies water 

supply shortages stages, living in Trinidad will be like living in a third world 

country. Not only will the residents and local businesses be negatively impacted by 

having to ration water or have water trucked in, but our property values will 

decline. At this point, if we are able to obtain homeowners insurance, it will be 

very expensive due to the high risks. If Trinidad runs out of water no one will want 

to live in here.  

My husband and I are highly concerned that the future of our beautiful community 

might be determined by illogical arguments not based on science, data and facts. It 

does not matter how many letters the council receives or how many public 

comments are voiced if these opinions are not based on facts and also on an 

outcome that will protect the residents. The decision that the council needs to make 

is one that will continue to protect the residents’ and local businesses’ safety, 

health and their property values. The issue is not future development, but 

continued water scarcity due to long term drought status and our limited water 

source. 

 



 

Anita and Norman Thompson  

Date: February 9, 2021  

RE: Agenda Item 5: Discussion/Action/Update on Urgency Ordinance/STR 

Moratorium Status 

 

Dear City Council Members: 

The purpose of this letter/public comment is to request a continuance on the 

urgency ordinance/STR moratorium.   

My husband and I agree with the City Council’s first analysis: “The concern is that 

visitors would be coming from high-risk areas in California and other states. At a 

recent Cal-Cities roundtable, other tourist areas noted that many visitors are 

escaping areas that have a high number of COVID cases.” 

However we strongly disagree with the second point of the City Council’s 

analysis: “As a result, it is suggested that residents of Humboldt County be allowed 

to stay-cation at our STR’s in addition to essential workers.”   

Please do not allow Humboldt County residents to “stay-cation” at Trinidad’s short 

term rentals.  We do not understand the reasoning and the science behind this 

recommendation. If we have Humboldt County residents stay overnight in Trinidad 

it only adds more risk of transmission to our small community.  For at least a 

month, we have had what we assume to be an essential worker staying at the STR 

next door to us.  The STR next to our next door STR is also occupied; it appears 

that we currently have some of our STRs filled with essential workers.  It our hope 

that these people, who are staying at our Trinidad City STRs, are assisting with the 

much needed vaccinations in Humboldt County.  As you are aware our county’s 

vaccines roll out and distribution is moving at a snail’s pace.  

Yesterday during a briefing from the White House, CDC Director Rochelle 

Walensky stated, “I would really encourage people to not travel.” Infectious 

disease expert Dr. Amesh A. Adalja, senior scholar at the Johns Hopkins Center 

for Health Security stated, “Any time people interact, there will be a risk of 

COVID-19 transmission. The new warning he stated, “May be perhaps tied to new 



variants increasing in different parts of the country. With that, there is a heightened 

risk of infection.” Dr. Prathit Kulkarni, assistant professor of medicine in 

infectious diseases at Baylor College of Medicine, agrees that travel is especially 

risky. “To the extent that travel increases transmission of COVID-19, not traveling 

is better than traveling at limiting transmission.” 

There is possibly another COVID-19 surge on the horizon with the Super Bowl 

Super Spreader due to social gatherings.  Last night on NBC news, Dr. Kavita 

Patel stated this time the viral spread will happen faster due to all the variants in 

the US, which are doubling every 10 days, more contagious and possibly more 

deadly.  

Unfortunately, one of these variants was identified in Humboldt County. 

I’m sure you are aware of all the latest Humboldt County COVID-19 data.  Here 

are two links from yesterday’s Humboldt County local publications:  

https://www.northcoastjournal.com/NewsBlog/archives/2021/02/08/public-health-

confirms-another-covid-death-dip-in-icu-capacity 

https://lostcoastoutpost.com/covid-report/2021/feb/8/ 

Humboldt County is in the Widespread Tier which states, “Widespread outbreak 

that is growing with many undetected cases.  Take strong measures to limit all 

contact.”   

As discussed during December’s City Council meeting, Trinidad does not have 

control over who visits Trinidad; however Trinidad can limit tourism and the 

possible spread of this deadly virus with an urgency ordinance moratorium on the 

short term rental lodging in the City of Trinidad. With the continued surge and 

increases in COVID-19 cases in Humboldt County, an extremely slow vaccine 

distribution and the threat of more contagious strains of the virus, this is not the 

time to reopen the short term rentals and promote tourism even within Humboldt 

County. 

 

 

 

https://www.northcoastjournal.com/NewsBlog/archives/2021/02/08/public-health-confirms-another-covid-death-dip-in-icu-capacity
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From: John Waters
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov; jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov;

rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov; sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Re: : Trinidad Council to Consider Pipeline (Again!)
Date: Saturday, February 06, 2021 9:13:29 AM

02-06-21

cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov, jwest@trinidad.ca.gov, dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov,
tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov, rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov, sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov

RE:  Trinidad Council to Consider Pipeline
(Again!)

Dear Council members,

WHY do you repeatedly ignore the reasoned arguments of dozens of local residents
under your legal jurisdiction, and FORCE the more articulate and responsible ones to
dedicate significant lengths of time to construct these same arguments over and over? 
Do you not respect others' points of view? 

To wit,

Subject: Mad River water pipeline all the way north to Trinidad area

Please remember that many local residents object to the Rancheria's proposal to bring
Mad River water up to the
greater Trinidad area.  There are many issues besides drinking water and toilet flush
water.  

Besides the towering hotel, abundant piped-in water would make further local
developments
almost certain, to the detriment of the environment and rural character of the
area.  Consequently, along with HARP, many Trinidad residents urge the city not to get
involved
with the feasibility study about bringing water up here from the Mad River.

Without feasible plans for safely treating the excessive sewage water, the proposed
potable water pipeline plan is incomplete and impractical. 

Bringing water in from far south was discussed nearly 50 years ago, and several times
since.  Again and again, enough people objected each time, so that the proposal was
dropped.  We all
hope that happens again.

And by the way, narrow roads and crumbling coastal roads - that haven't been restored
to safety during the past twenty years,
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due to topographical changes, ought not to be forced to crumble even faster due to more
and more traffic.  Where will the money come from
to widen the roads and repair the roads to accommodate more and more and MORE
traffic?

Jeeez, folks.  Use your minds and --- have a heart.

No hard feelings.  Mine is only one hope-inion.

Sincerely,

John Waters, long-term tax-paying resident



From: Margaret Kellermann
To: Trinidad City Clerk
Subject: Re: Oppose water pipeline project
Date: Monday, February 08, 2021 7:27:25 AM

To the Trinidad City Council:

Once again I am baffled by the idea that the village of Trinidad could be helped — and not devastated — by a
pipeline encouraging unrestricted growth. There is no room for it.

Here are three big issues that would immediately become problematic with a population boom:

Very limited infrastructure: As I mentioned in my January 25 letter to you on this issue, the few two-lane streets of
Trinidad are not prepared for a population boom. Large parts of Scenic Drive are eroding already, leaving only one
main road—Highway 101—for all traffic in and out of town. Extremely little housing is available, either for sale or
rent. I can’t imagine how Trinidad’s small grid could accommodate a burgeoning population or cope with larger
road and housing crises.

No downtown core: Besides the one grocery store and one gas station in Trinidad, we have no businesses such as a
hardware store, bank, pharmacy or general store that cater to the community itself. Trinidad would need to create an
entire downtown core, but no space exists for it.

No independence: Trinidad already depends daily on neighboring towns for many of its resources. If we were to
depend on others for our water pipeline as well, we would be outsourcing our water needs, too.

Please consider these issues again. Help your own community stay resilient against unrestrained growth.

Margaret Kellermann

> On Jan 26, 2021, at 11:14 AM, Trinidad City Clerk <cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov> wrote:
>
> Message received and forwarded to the City Council.
>
> Gabriel Adams
> Trinidad City Clerk
> 707.677.0223
> www.trinidad.ca.gov
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Margaret Kellermann <bluelakestudio239@gmail.com>
> Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 6:54 AM
> To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
> Subject: Oppose water pipeline project
>
> A Trinidad resident for 7 years, a local news columnist, a member of Trinidad Coastal Land Trust and a monthly
beach-garbage picker-upper, I oppose the proposed Humboldt Bay water pipeline project.
>
> I moved south to Humboldt from downtown Portland in order to live a peaceful life in a very small coastal town,
away from traffic, crowds and the resulting general noise.
>
> The pipeline would encourage higher density of housing. This would bring traffic to this quiet area that Cape Cod
Massachusetts, Newport Oregon, and many other previously peaceful getaways have experienced for the last few

mailto:bluelakestudio239@gmail.com
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decades. With unrestrained growth, constant traffic slows everything to a crawl.
>
> With only a few two-lane roads, Trinidad doesn’t have the infrastructure or “bandwidth” to accommodate a
population boom.
>
> Consider all this as you speak on Tuesday.
>
> Thank you,
>
> Margaret Kellermann
>
>
>



From: Ted Pease
To: Steve Ladwig; Jack West; Tom Davies; dgrover; Richard Clompus; Eli Naffah; Trinidad City Clerk
Subject: Redo
Date: Monday, February 08, 2021 8:15:06 PM

Dear Council Members: 

I expressed my opposition to the water pipeline feasibility study via letter recently.  You all know the reasons why
this is not the right course of action. Taking time to reiterate is irritating but evidently necessary. 

The idea that there is "unlimited" water or "guaranteed" water is unrealistic. It is not true that a pipeline would
guarantee Trinidad residents a secure water source in the midst of drought and climate change. Today, as in the past,
there is no guarantee of a "secure water source". No amount of money can secure water if it is not available.  A
pipeline is useless if there is no water. Consider the tragedy of environmental  destruction and the great expense (
who pays?) of this proposed project only to have drought and climate change cause "secure water sources" to dry
up! Trinidad  would be last in line to receive  water via a pipeline,  who will  guarantee that there will be water to fill
the pipe?

I support the research and knowledge of longtime Trinidad resident Steve Madrone. The focus needs to be on
replacing and expanding  storage tanks, utilizing Mill Creek water rights, and improving the system that we have.
We should seek water solutions here in our community of Trinidad and Westhaven and work together to keep
Trinidad the beautiful place we call home.

Thank you, Lore Snell
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From: ninacolor@humboldt1.com
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Trinidad Pipeline Proposal
Date: Friday, February 05, 2021 2:25:13 PM

February 5, 2021

Dear Trinidad City Clerk,

I urgently oppose a proposal that the City of Trinidad  participate in a water pipeline project
from the Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District (HBMWD) to Trinidad. 
As a resident of Trinidad for most of my life, since 1959, I have seen various proposals come
to the city Council that would change the uniqueness of our small town of Trinidad. All over
the world small towns have been inundated with outsiders and developers and once these
small towns give in to outside pressures the town is never the same again. Once a small town
is modified to accommodate more people, more businesses etc. there is no turning back. 
I urge the Trinidad City Council, with all my heart, to please oppose this proposal as it is
obvious that it will open up a lot of land for development and for more businesses and we will
lose our small beautiful town of Trinidad.

Please consider this as you make your decision.

Sincerely, Nina Groth
PO Box 653
Trinidad, CA. 95570
707-599-2456
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From: Jane Williams
To: Ted Pease; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; citymanager@trinidad.ca.gov; smladwig@gmail.com;

cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov; rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; Ruben
Jay Vadas-Williams; Mira O"Barr; reilley Mullin; Wilson, Mike; Aaron Patterson

Subject: Trinidad Water, Round 2
Date: Monday, February 08, 2021 8:51:47 AM

Really? Someone didn't like the result, so there's going to be another election, this
one designed to go the other way?

This seems some kind of weird reflection of our national politics.  But I believe this is
the beginning of the end for Trinidad. In not too long a time, we will look back and
remember when Trinidad was pristine -when the streets were not crowded when the
entire town was not one enormous air B and B.  We will remember when there was
not enormous growth from West Haven to North of big lagoon. It's avoidable. It's
irresponsible. We haven't learned from other similar catastrophes. Trinidad is a
unique place because it hasn't gone the way of development like every other small
seaside town in the state. 

And I know this is just about the feasibility study, but that is a slippery slope. As Ted
Pease points out, "there are other less drastic ways to address water resiliency issues, such
as those Supervisor Steve Mandrone has been suggesting for a decade or more. Let’s start
there before leaping straight to a multi-million-dollar “fix” that will end up destroying our
community and coastline."

"HARP (Humboldt Alliance for Responsible Planning) believes that a water pipeline to
Trinidad would open hundreds and hundreds of acres to construction and development
between the Little River north to Big Lagoon. The impacts of such development and
population growth on the qualities of the Trinidad coast that we all love — to say nothing of
on our rural infrastructure — are obvious. Subdivisions. Traffic. Failing septic systems." 

And, lastly, remember this, from back in 1970? 
Joni Mitchell:

"They paved paradise and they put up a parking lot
With a pink hotel, a boutique, and a swinging hot spot
Don't it always seem to go?
Don't know what you've got till it's gone
They paved paradise and they put up a parking lot"

-Jane Williams
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From: Maria C Bartlett
To: Trinidad City Clerk
Cc: sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; Richard

Clompus
Subject: water assessment agenda item
Date: Monday, February 08, 2021 1:46:52 PM

To the City Council,

I am opposed to further discussion of the water feasibility study.  The public voiced their
opposition, and three Council members voted against it.   The vote of the January 26th
meeting should stand.  I am a long time resident of Trinidad.

Riley Talkington
806B Edwards St.
Trinidad

(This is submitted by request on behalf of my neighbor, Riley Talkington, since he does not
have a computer.  Maria Bartlett).   
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From: Maria C Bartlett
To: Trinidad City Clerk
Cc: sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; Richard

Clompus
Subject: water feasibility study agenda item
Date: Sunday, February 07, 2021 7:56:07 PM

To: Trinidad City Council

sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov

tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov

jwest@trinidad.ca.gov

dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov

rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov

cc City Clerk @trinidad.ca.gov

Re: Agenda Item, Water Feasibility Study

Date: February 7th, 2021

As a 22 year voting resident of Trinidad, I write, ONCE AGAIN, to STRONGLY OPPOSE
authorizing the Council’s discussion of the water feasibility study. I urge you to allow the
legitimate vote of January 26th to stand. This was the will of the majority of respondents, local
hydrologist and County Supervisor Madrone, and THREE of the City Councilmen. I feel that
my voice, along with the majority of other City voices, has not been heard. This is a dangerous
precedent for our town’s democracy. If there had been a problem in regard to the vote due to
the technical difficulties at the last meeting, that should have been addressed at that meeting! I
fear that revisiting the water survey as an agenda item AGAIN, will wear on the political
patience of most of us who have been involved doing our best to have the ears of our elected
officials. Perhaps this is the intent, that we will be silenced out of fatigue.

Most troubling, aside from the process of this vote, is that we have heard nothing about the
COST of this study, as no figure has yet been made public. Westhaven Community Services
Water District has refused to participate in this study due to what would be projected as
prohibitive costs. A “time and materials” engineering job could easily put our town in
financial jeopardy. Not only would we be paying engineers, but planners as well, for double
the overhead. In addition, I have not seen any evidence of exactly what this assessment would
entail. Please, do the right thing. The vote was taken. Let it stand.
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Disaffected and disgruntled,

Maria Bartlett

828 Edwards St.

Trinidad



From: Stanley Binnie
To: smladwig@gmail.com; jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; Trinidad City

Clerk; rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Water Pipeline Feasibility Study
Date: Monday, February 08, 2021 4:46:35 PM

DearTrinidad City Council Members,

It appears the Trinidad City Council is going to reconsider the City's participation in
a study committee to bring a new source of water to Trinidad from McKinleyville
through the Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District pipeline.

This proposal was presented and discussed at the January 26, 2021 City Council
meeting. A motion was passed by a 3 to 2 vote for the City not to participate in this
feasibility study group. This effort is an attempt to overturn this vote and to instead
have the City participate in this study committee.

I remain in opposition to this proposal for many reasons. No one has indicated how
much money the City would spend in its participation in this proposed study
committee--no doubt it would be a significant sum. Once the City has invested
considerable funds in this project it will be tempting to say "now that we have
invested this amount of money we might as well go through with it."

I think this money would be better spent on additional storage facilities to provide
sufficient water to fight a potential fire in the future, to upgrade the current water
treatment plant and to locate and repair leaks in the existing pipeline distribution
system.

It is widely believed that a new water source would encourage excessive
commercial and residential development in the area. It would also increase the
possibility of a wastewater treatment facility being built which would further
increase development. The City of Trinidad would see little financial benefit from
this pipeline as most of the development would take place outside of the Trinidad
city limits. The detrimental effects would far exceed any benefits to the City of
Trinidad.

Based on the large number of written comments in opposition sent to the city
council prior to the last meeting and the public comments at that meeting, it is clear
that the majority of the public is not in favor of this proposal.

This decision is very important. The City can now decide if it wants to retain its
rural and rustic character or if it wants to become Santa Rosa North.  The decision
is yours.
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Sincerely,
Stan Binnie, former Trinidad City Council Member/Mayor



From: Andrea Bustos
To: sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov; jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov;

rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov; cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Water Pipeline Proposal
Date: Sunday, February 07, 2021 7:26:42 PM

To Whom it May Concern:

I wrote in to express my opposition to the water pipeline study/project several weeks ago.  It was
wonderful to see that the outpouring of community input swayed some votes.  This is what community
involvement and democracy look like.  I am saddened that this is being brought up again....possibly when
some community members might not be aware of needing to exercise their input on this matter again.

The proposed pipeline would greatly impact the community of Westhaven and other surrounding areas of
Trinidad.  We do not (in my opinion), need to spur more development.  The amount of growth in our area
is already the appropriate amount for the services we have.  Our local school is small.  Because of its
size, our students enjoy an enriching experience.  We don't have a traffic light at the Trinidad offramp or
other infrastructure to support more residents.  Water usage should be based upon local resources.  I
applaud Steve Madrone for the many ideas he has proposed.  Many of us here like the idea of
sustainable/bioregional ethics.  Piping in water from a municipal source miles down the coast threatens
the rural nature of our community.  I have only lived here 25 years.....but I sincerely wish that our
community can work together to retain the values that make it beautiful and a wonderful place to visit.

Please value the voices of your neighbors.

Thank you,
Andrea Bustos
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